Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I intend to remove the following companies from the Register, under section 318(1)(b) of the Companies Act 1993, on the grounds that the Registrar has reasonable grounds to believe that the company is not carrying on business and there is no proper reason for the company to continue in existence.

001A CARPET LIMITED
10TH BRADAS LIMITED
140 LEINSTER LIMITED
154 HOLDINGS LIMITED
178 ALBANY INVESTMENT LIMITED
17JR HOLDING LIMITED
1H PROPERTY LIMITED
1MORE LIMITED
1-PAGE LIMITED
1ST CLASS BUILDER’S LIMITED
2 BUILD LIMITED
20 CORUNNA LIMITED
2A PT LIMITED
21 CENTURY TRADING CO. NZ LIMITED
24/7 CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
25 TUDOR ROAD PROPERTY LIMITED
252 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
2CLEAN LIMITED
2H LIMITED
2HD LIMITED
2MM TO THE LEFT LIMITED
321MALL LIMITED
3604 BUILDERS LIMITED
37 BEYOND LIMITED
3AMIGOS LIMITED
3H FAMILY LIMITED
3H INVESTMENTS LIMITED
4 DOG SAKE LIMITED
4 GROUP LIMITED
410 CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
4221 LIMITED
45DEGREES PROPERTIES LIMITED
4B2 BUILDERS LIMITED
4FORTY 2FORTY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
4K’S COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED
4PACK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
4SAFETY LIMITED
4TH TECH LIMITED
4X STUFF LIMITED
53 KAYELENE PLACE LIMITED
5957347 LIMITED
5TH AVENUE HAIR & BEAUTY LIMITED
64K LIMITED
666 INVEST LIMITED
6B PENCIL TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
71 KURUPAE ROAD LIMITED
81 OYSTERS LIMITED
95 MARKETING LIMITED
987 INVESTMENTS LIMITED
999 TRADING LIMITED
A & G BLAIR LIMITED
A & H HOLDINGS NZ (2012) LIMITED
A & O KIWI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
A + LANDSCAPING LIMITED
A 1 ENGINEERING AND WELDING SERVICES LIMITED
A E FIELD & SONS LIMITED
A E HODSON HOLDINGS LIMITED
A K R J HOLDINGS LIMITED
A L CONTRACTORS LIMITED
A LIFE 2000 LIMITED
A M DAVIES ROOFING LIMITED
A N DIX LIMITED
A PERFECT STYLE LIMITED
A QUIET MIND POP LIMITED
A S NEW ZEALAND TRUSTEES LIMITED
A S POULGRAIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
A SCOTT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
A&M SINGH TRANSPORT LIMITED
A.AAA PROFESSIONALS LIMITED
A1 AUTOMOTIVE COOLING LIMITED
A1 COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED
A1 FIRE SPRINKLERS SYSTEMS LIMITED
A5 INTERIOR LIMITED
AA GROUP LIMITED
AA HOME INSPECTIONS (2000) LIMITED
AA TAX LIMITED
AAA NANDS INVESTMENT LIMITED
AAA PRODUCE LIMITED
AAA PROJECT PLANNING SERVICES LIMITED
AACHARYA SHREE COMPANY LIMITED
AARON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
AB BLUE SKYE LIMITED
AB MC LIMITED
ABB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ABBM HOLDINGS LIMITED
ABBOTT AUTO & MARINE UPHOLSTERY LIMITED
ABBY FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
ABOUT WOMEN LIMITED
ABS INTERIOR & TILING LIMITED
ABSOLUTE BITES LIMITED
AC FAMILY INVESTMENT LIMITED
AC/DC PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ACARSI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ACCENT ECHO LIMITED
ACCENTUATE MICROPIGMENTATION SPECIALIST LIMITED
ACCESS EQUIPMENT SALES LIMITED
ACCLAIM (NZ) LIMITED
ACCOUNTABLE REFRIGERATION LIMITED
ACCOUNTANTS ONLINE (BBAY) LIMITED
ACCOUNTING AND ADVISORY LIMITED
ACCOUNTING BETHLEHEM (2015) LIMITED
ACCOUNTING CAREER CONNECT LIMITED
ACCOUNTING GRIP LIMITED
ACCOUNTS 4 U LIMITED
ACCU TRE LIMITED
ACCURATE HELICOPTERS LIMITED
ACE BUILDING CONTRACTORS LIMITED
ACE CARPENTRY LIMITED
ACE ERADICATORS (2013 ) LIMITED
ACE SWIM SCHOOL 2006 LIMITED
ACERO FILM CO LIMITED
ACR LIMITED
ACTIVE AUTOMOTIVE & ENGINEERING LIMITED
ACTIVE BALANCE LIMITED
ACTIVE MARINE SERVICES LIMITED
ACTSOMERFIELD LIMITED
ACUITY ACCOUNTANT & BUSINESS TAX LIMITED
AD TRAIN LIMITED
ADAM & EMMA PROPERTIES LIMITED
ADAMS AVIATION LIMITED
ADAMS FAMILY E LIMITED
ARIA BELL LIMITED
ARIZONA & RYE LIMITED
ARL (NZ) LIMITED
ARLUEN LIMITED
ARMCL LIMITED
ARRAN NZ LIMITED
ARROW BIKES LIMITED
ART AGENT LIMITED
ARTHRO WANGANUI LIMITED
ARTHUR & ARTHUR LIMITED
ARTHUR WAKEFIELD HOLDINGS LIMITED
ARTICASA LIMITED
ARTISAN BUILDERS EAST LIMITED
AS PROFESSIONAL LIMITED
ASC LEADERSHIP LIMITED
ASC SOLUTION LIMITED
ASCENDENT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ASCENDING INVESTMENT (NZ) LIMITED
ASCENSION EXPLORERS LIMITED
ASCENSION FILM LIMITED
ASCOT MEWS LIMITED
ASCOT PROPERTIES LIMITED
ASF EMBROIDERY LIMITED
ASH ROAD LIMITED
ASHER JAMES LIMITED
ASHLEY HOTEL (2015) LIMITED
ASIA PACIFIC IMPORT EXPORT LIMITED
ASIAN FOODS 2013 LIMITED
ASPIRING INTERIORS LIMITED
AST BUILDERS LIMITED
ASTON MARTIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ASTRA WEB SERVICES LIMITED
ASTRUM COACHING LIMITED
AT WORK NOW LIMITED
ATAAHUA PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
ATELIER PACIFIQUE LIMITED
ATF LIMITED
ATHENA CYCLING LIMITED
ATHLETIC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ATLANPAC LIMITED
ATLANTIC GREEN LIMITED
ATLAS EVENTS NZ (2016) LIMITED
ATMIYA HOLDINGS LIMITED
ATPI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ATQ SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ATTITUDE FOODS NZ LIMITED
ATTRACT LIMITED
ATV CREATIVE LIMITED
AUCKLAND CAR LOANS LIMITED
AUCKLAND CITY GAS LIMITED
AUCKLAND FUNERAL LOGISTICS LIMITED
AUCKLAND GOLD LINE TAXI LIMITED
AUCKLAND HOIST SERVICES LIMITED
AUCKLAND INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ALLIANCE LIMITED
AUCKLAND LOGISTICS LIMITED
AUCKLAND MEDIA CREATIVE LIMITED
AUCKLAND OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE LIMITED
AUCKLAND POWER SOLUTIONS LIMITED
AUCKLAND PROPERTY INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
AUCKLAND STUDY CENTRE LIMITED
AUCKLAND SWINGLIFT LIMITED
AUCKLAND TRADING LIMITED
AUCKTEX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
AUDIT SOUTH LIMITED
AUKAHA LIMITED
AURIGA MARTIN CONSULTING, LIMITED
AUSTRALASIAN AESTHETICS LIMITED
AUTO BODY REPAIRS LIMITED
AUTO BROKERS AND CONSULTANTS LIMITED
AUTO CHEAP TAUPO LIMITED
AUTO SOUND & SECURITY (1996) LIMITED
AUTO TRANSPLANT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
AUTO VALET & MING CENTRE (2012) LIMITED
AUTO WRECKERS LIMITED
AUTOKRAFT LIMITED
AUTOLINE SERVICES LIMITED
AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED
AUTOMOTIVE JEWELLERY & ACCESSORIES LIMITED
AUTO-TECH WOF & TYERS LIMITED
AV CONNECT LIMITED
AVANTI LIMITED
AVIATION DYNAMICS LIMITED
AVO SUSHI LIMITED
AVOCADO ABODES LIMITED
AVOTACO LIMITED
AWAKAIRANGI LIMITED
AWAKEN WELLNESS LIMITED
AXIOM PROJECTS LIMITED
AYAAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
AYERST HOLDINGS LIMITED
AYTONS (2000) LIMITED
AZM PLUMBING LIMITED
AZONE LIMITED
AZTEC TRADING LIMITED
B & B HOLDINGS LIMITED
B & C ROTORUA LIMITED
B & R CONTRACTORS LIMITED
B & R TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
B & S FARMING LIMITED
B AND G TRANSPORT LIMITED
B C GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
B D ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED
B H ENTERPRISES 1993 LIMITED
B J PROJECTS LIMITED
B L KNIGHT TRANSPORT LIMITED
B LOON KRAZY ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
B W INVESTMENTS (NELSON) LIMITED
B.C.P LIMITED
B.K.K. ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B4 GROUP LIMITED
BAANI LIMITED
BABA LAA LIMITED
BABY BOY BOUTIQUE LIMITED
BABY MOON LIMITED
BABYBRAD 2013 LIMITED
BACH CLOTHING CO. MATAKANA LIMITED
BACK ON TRACK (NZ) LIMITED
BACK RIVER HOLDINGS LIMITED
BAD THINGS LIMITED
BAEWATCH FASHION LIMITED
BAHAMAS 2019 LIMITED
BAINBRIDGE BROOKES CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
BAINS COMPUTER CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
BALL IS LIFE NZ LIMITED
BALL PARK BATTLING (NZ) LIMITED
BAL-LICIOUS LIMITED
BALNAZ LIMITED
BALTIC VENTURES LIMITED
BAMBI LIMITED
BAMBOO CURTAIN LIMITED
BAMBOO@CUBA LIMITED
BAMT LIMITED
BANKHOUSE J.V. LIMITED
BAO BAR NZ LIMITED
APPLECON LIMITED
BARBER & BEAUTY SUPPLIES LIMITED
BARBOUR TRUSTEE LIMITED
BARE FASHION LIMITED
BARELY CONTAINED LIMITED
BARKING DOGS LIMITED
BARLOW TRAVEL GROUP LIMITED
BARLOW'S FREIGHT SERVICES LIMITED
BARRITT CONTRACTING LIMITED
BARRON-NET LIMITED
BARRY LOWE LIMITED
BARRY PARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BARTLEY PROPERTIES LIMITED
BASALAJ PROPERTIES LIMITED
BASALAJ RACING LIMITED
BASELINE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
BAY HOSPITALITY SERVICES LIMITED
BAY LAWNMOWING LIMITED
BAY OF ISLANDS TOURS AND SHUTTLES LIMITED
BAY OF PLENTY POOL BUILDERS LIMITED
BAY VILLAS LIMITED
BAY WEALTH SOLUTIONS LIMITED
BAYLY FENTON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
BAYPET EVENTS LIMITED
BBAAD LIMITED
BBK CLEANING LIMITED
BBN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
BC394537 LIMITED
BCD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
BCJJ LIMITED
BCM LIMITED
BDS INSURANCE ADVISORS LIMITED
BDS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
BDTJ LIMITED
BEACH CONSTRUCTION WATERPROOFING SERVICES LIMITED
BEACHES PROMOTIONS LIMITED
BEAR FLOORS LIMITED
BEARMAN ENGINEERING LIMITED
BEAUTY BY NESS LIMITED
BEAUTYFX LIMITED
BECCRETE LIMITED
BEE CLEANING LIMITED
BEE CULTURE LIMITED
BEE WORLD LIMITED
BEFORE SUNRISE LIMITED
BELINDA WIGLEY TRUSTEE LIMITED
BELLA BEAUTY & SPA LIMITED
BELLA VISTA PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
BELLE VIE TRUSTEES LIMITED
BELO HORIZONTE GARDEN SERVICES LIMITED
Benco HARVESTING LIMITED
BENDMEER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
BENJAMIN BUILDERS LIMITED
BENREDWOOD LIMITED
BENTLEY AND HARLEY LIMITED
BENTLEY REALTY LIMITED
BERRY FRUIT POLLINATION SERVICES LIMITED
BESOCA LIMITED
BEST BARGAINS LIMITED
BEST FOODS NZ LIMITED
BEST LININGS WAIKATO LIMITED
BETHLEHEM EXPRESS LIMITED
BETTA TRUST TRUSTEE CO LIMITED
BETTER LIVING HOME LIMITED
BEULAH GRACE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BEVAN WILLIAMS LIMITED
BEYER MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BEYOND COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
BFC INVESTMENTS (2018) LIMITED
BFP TRUSTEES NO1 LIMITED
BFT OPERATIONS LIMITED
BG TRUSTEES LIMITED
BHASHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BI SYNERGY LIMITED
BIDDY BIDS BITS & BOBS LIMITED
BIECK PLASTER LIMITED
BIG APPLE TRUSTEES LIMITED
BIG BIG TRUSTEE LIMITED
BIG SKY GARDENS LIMITED
BIG TIKKA GROUP LIMITED
BIGSCALE GP LIMITED
BIKE ZEST LIMITED
BIKES U LIKES LIMITED
BILL COLLEY TRUSTEES LIMITED
BILL LACHENY SPORTS LIMITED
BILL PAWLEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
BILLAH 2005 LIMITED
BILLY BEDFORD NZ LIMITED
BINET PROPERTIES LIMITED
BIOFUME IP LIMITED
BIOSPHERE PROPHECY LIMITED
BIOTRONICS OTAGO LIMITED
BISHOP WARDEN LIMITED
BITGIANT LIMITED
BIZARRE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BJ GEORGE RENTALS LIMITED
BLA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BLACK CLAD LIMITED
BLACK LABEL FINESSE LIMITED
BLACK RICE ALBANY LIMITED
BLACK SAND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BLACK SEALS DIVING LIMITED
BLACKSMITH PROPERTY LIMITED
BLAIR INVESTMENTS TRUSTEE LIMITED
BLAKE.COM. LIMITED
BLAZING FIREWOOD.COM LIMITED
BLD HOLDINGS LIMITED
BLESSINGS UNLIMITED LIMITED
BLJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BLOCCASSA LIMITED
BLOGGERS CLUB 2015 LIMITED
BLOMFIELD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BLONDINT’S ON EDEN LIMITED
BLOODY OATS LIMITED
BLT 029 LIMITED
BLT 032 LIMITED
BLT 037 LIMITED
BLT 056 LIMITED
BLUE CHECKER PROPERTIES LIMITED
BLUE CROP LIMITED
BLUE CUBE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
BLUE DUCK LIMITED
BLUE FORCE STEEL NZ LIMITED
BLUE HORIZON HOLDINGS LIMITED
BLUE MOVES LIMITED
BLUE PACIFIC EVENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BLUEBURST BERRIES LIMITED
BLUEGRASS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
BLUEGUM POINT LIMITED
BLUELINE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
BLUEPRINT PLAN COMPANY LIMITED
BLUEWATER ALLOY BOATS LIMITED
BLUSH BEAUTY MARLBOROUGH LIMITED
BMS 2013 LIMITED
BMS CONTROLS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BNBLIVE HOLDINGS LIMITED
BOB CUT + INK NZ LIMITED
BOBBIJO CRANE LIMITED
BODY BUSINESS LIMITED
BODY CONTROL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BODY IN MOTION SPORTS MEDICINE LIMITED
BODY LIQUEUR LIMITED
BODYFUEL CAFE LIMITED
BOHEMITH MAXIMUS LIMITED
BOIZ LIMITED
BONAMY & PAUQUET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BOND HOMES LIMITED
BONES IN MOTION PILATES LIMITED
BONWELL LIMITED
BOOCHA LIMITED
BOOK & TRAVEL LIMITED
BOOTSTRAP LIMITED
BOSS CUTS LIMITED
BOSTIN PROPERTIES 2011 LIMITED
BOSTON TRUSTEES 315121 LIMITED
BOSWIN LIMITED
BOTANICAL SOLUTIONZ LIMITED
BOTSY GOLF LIMITED
BOUNCY KIDS LIMITED
BOURBON RIVER LIMITED
BOX DOCTOR LIMITED
BOX OF BEES APIARIES LIMITED
BP BUILDING LIMITED
BQR LIMITED
BR & NZ FOOD CO LIMITED
BR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BRAAAPERS LIMITED
BRACKENHILL LIMITED
BRADLEY BRACKET LIMITED
BRADMAN RECRUITMENT GROUP LIMITED
BRADY BUILDING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
BRADY INSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED
BRAEBURN RESIDENTIAL (NO 2 ACCOUNT) LIMITED
BRAEMAR HOSPITAL LIMITED
BRAKE TEST NZ LIMITED
BREAMWELL HOLDINGS LIMITED
BRANCHES EVERYWHERE LIMITED
BRAND DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
BREAD REPUBLIC LIMITED
BREAKER BAY CHARTERS LIMITED
BREASTSCREEN AUCKLAND LIMITED
BREDUN HOLDINGS LIMITED
BREWERY CREEK HOLDINGS LIMITED
BREWOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED
BREWTAL COFFEE CO LIMITED
BREXIT HOLDINGS LIMITED
BRIAD TOURISM LIMITED
BRIGHT PAINTERS LIMITED
BROAD SCAFFOLDING LIMITED
BROADWAY AUTO SERVICES LIMITED
BROCK HOLDINGS (2017) LIMITED
BROCKAFLOWER MUSIC LIMITED
BROOKLAND TRUST LIMITED
BROOKS FIXING & PLASTERING LIMITED
BROOKS MARK TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
BROOKSEYS AUTO REPAIR SHOP LIMITED
BROSIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BROTHERS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
BROTT-PACKER LIMITED
BROWN AND GWYNN LIMITED
BROWN HORSE LIMITED
BROWNE FAMILY CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
BROWNE INVESTMENTS (2008) LIMITED
BROWN’S A L APARTMENT LIMITED
BROWSER GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
BRYLYNN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BSAL ASSETS LIMITED
BSC SOLAR (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
BSDM LIMITED
BTB TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
BTC LIMITED
BUA CHOMPOO LIMITED
BUCHAN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
BUCKET ENTERPRISES LIMITED
BUCKLAND’S TRUCK SERVICES (2004) LIMITED
BUCKMANNITY LIMITED
BUILD PERFECT HOMES LIMITED
BUILDCLEAN LIMITED
BUILDERS EXCLUSIVE LIMITED
BUILDING THE BAYS LIMITED
BUILDING WORLD 1996 LIMITED
BUILDRUST LIMITED
BULLER CONTRACTING LIMITED
BULLET ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
BULLSPORTS LIMITED
BUNTY CORP LIMITED
BURETA PARK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
BURNETT ARCHITECTURE LIMITED
BUSCK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
BUSH BUSINESS LIMITED
BUSHSIDE RETREATS LIMITED
BUSINESS BOOSTERS LIMITED
BUSINESS ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
BUSINESS LIFE LIMITED
BUSINESS PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY LIMITED
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS RESEARCH LIMITED
BUSY BEES (CHRISTCHURCH) LIMITED
BUTARITARI LIMITED
BUTCHER PROPERTIES LIMITED
BUTTER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
BUTTERCREAM CAKES LIMITED
BUTYNOL FIXERS WELLINGTON LIMITED
BUZZCLUB (NZ) LIMITED
BY US LIMITED
BYUS AOTEAROA LIMITED
BYUS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
C & D BURTON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
C & D HITCHINGS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
C & D LOGISTICS LIMITED
CARLTON HILL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CARLTON VIEW HOLDINGS LIMITED
CARLTONVALE LIMITED
CARME LIMITED
CARPE DIEM WELLINGTON LIMITED
CARPET ARTS LIMITED
CARPET CALL 2000 N.Z. LIMITED
CARPET CALL NZ 2000 LIMITED
CARPET LAYERS DIRECT LIMITED
CARPO IMARA LIMITED
CARROLL INC LIMITED
CARRY ME LIMITED
CARS 4 SALE LIMITED
CARSPOT LIMITED
CARTIER EVENTS LIMITED
CARTREF HOLDINGS LIMITED
CARZ & CARZ LIMITED
CASA DE SANCHEZ LIMITED
CASA DI CESTI LIMITED
CASEY & JAMES LIMITED
CASHMERE/PORT HILLS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
CASSANDRA HOWES INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CASSINI TRUSTEE LIMITED
CASTLEGRACE LIMITED
CASTRA TRUSTEE LIMITED
CATCH TRANSPORT LIMITED
CATTO ARCHITECTS LIMITED
CAUMASEE LIMITED
CAW SERVICES LIMITED
CB TRUSTEES HYDE LIMITED
CB TRUSTEES NZLFD LIMITED
CBSKMB (NZ) LIMITED
CC HYDRAULICS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
CCE LIMITED
CDEANE LIMITED
CDJ PROPERTIES LIMITED
CDM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
CE ABELA LIMITED
CEDARS GROUP LIMITED
CEL HAMILTON LIMITED
CELESTINE & CO LIMITED
CENTAVENT LIMITED
CENTRAL BUTCHERY (2011) LIMITED
CENTRAL CARE AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
CENTRAL OTAGO TRAINING SERVICES LIMITED
CENTRAL WEST PHYSIO THERAPY LIMITED
CENTRALIZED PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
CENTRE ICE LIMITED
CERTIFYME LIMITED
CG HAWKINS LIMITED
CGEEZ TRUSTEE LIMITED
CHAINSAW SAFETY NZ LIMITED
CHALISE HOLDINGS LIMITED
CHALLENGE MARINE LIMITED
CHALLENGE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
CHANGFU TRUSTEE LIMITED
CHAPEL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHAPMAN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS LIMITED
CHAPMAN PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
CHARLES G LIMITED
CHARLIES CHARTERS LIMITED
CHARTWELL CONSULTANTS NZ LIMITED
CHASSEUR LIMITED
CHAUHAN’S LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

CHC LIMITED
CHELLAH LIMITED
CHELLES ROBERTS PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
CHELTENHAM BEACH CABIN LIMITED
CHEN PAINTERS LIMITED
CHENTO ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CHESTER MADRAS NO. 1 LIMITED
CHEVALIER BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
CHHIV PROPERTY LIMITED
CHHOKRAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHIBILI LIMITED
CHICAGO PROPERTY LIMITED
CHINA NEW ZEALAND ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE CENTER LIMITED
CHINA WHOLESALE DISPLAY COMPANY LIMITED
CHIPMUNK TOO LIMITED
CHISAMBA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CHOCOLATIER MIRAMS LIMITED
CHOMP FISHING PRODUCTS LIMITED
CHRIS BOUCHER LIMITED
CHRIS GOODE CONSULTING LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH EAST YOGA LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH EDUCATION CONSULTANT LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH INTERIORS LIMITED
CHRISTCHURCH PEDICABS LIMITED
CHRISTIE’S SHOP LIMITED
CHRISTMAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CHUCK INVESTMENTS GP LIMITED
CHUFFED EJUICE LIMITED
CHURCH LANE NZ LIMITED
CHURCHER IT LIMITED
CIARA NZ LIMITED
CIRCLE BACKUP LIMITED
CIRCLE JAY TRADING LIMITED
CIRCLE VOLT LIMITED
CIT TRUSTEE LIMITED
CITY CAR GROOMERS (TAKANINI) LIMITED
CITY TRANSPORT LIMITED
CITYWIDE AUTOS LIMITED
CIVIC VIDEO TAPO (2013) LIMITED
CIVIL AND MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES CONSULTING LIMITED
CIVIL EQUIP LIMITED
C1 INVESTMENT LIMITED
C1 INVESTMENTS (2007) LIMITED
C1L DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
C1L LIMITED
CKP NZ LIMITED
CKT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
CKT MECHANICAL LIMITED
CLARE BARBER PROPERTIES LIMITED
CLAMPETT INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CLAREMONT (2008) LIMITED
CLARK ROAD LANDOWNERS GROUP (ICSA NO. 1) LIMITED
CLARKSON INVESTMENTS 2018 LIMITED
CLAXTONES LIMITED
CLAYDEN IT LIMITED
CLEAN NOW LIMITED
CLEAN WATER NZ LIMITED
CLEANMATIC CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
CLEARCUT LIMITED
CLEARWATER AQUARIUMS LIMITED
CLEMENTINE AND ELANOR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CLEVER LOTUS LIMITED
CLINICAL CANNABIS LIMITED
CLIVE HOLDINGS LIMITED
CLIVISTO LIMITED
CLOII LIMITED
CLOTHING PACIFIC LIMITED
CLOUD CYBER LIMITED
CLOVER DESIGN LIMITED
CLUB BAZAAR LIMITED
CLYDEBANK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
CMG LIMITED
CMS PRODUCE LIMITED
CNA TYRES LIMITED
CNC09 LIMITED
CO INSURANCE LIMITED
COARD BROTHERS AUTOPARTS LIMITED
COAST TRADING LIMITED
COASTAL CARPET INSTALLATIONS LIMITED
COASTAL CONSTRUCTION NZ LIMITED
COASTAL MANUKA HONEY TRUSTEE LIMITED
COASTAL SPECIALIST PLASTERING SYSTEMS LIMITED
COASTAL WOOD LIMITED
COASTLINE CONCRETE & LANDSCAPING LIMITED
COBB HOMES LIMITED
CODING SUPPORT LIMITED
COEUS LIMITED
COFFEE BAR ALBANY LIMITED
COFFEE LEGEND LIMITED
COFFEE TABLE LIMITED
COLD LASER NAIL CLINIC LIMITED
COLIN AND SARAH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
COLLINGWOOD LIMITED
COLLINS BUILDERS LIMITED
COLO LIMITED
COLSHAU LIMITED
COLSON & FRIENDS LIMITED
COLUCCIO TRUSTEES LIMITED
COLUMBAN HOMES LIMITED
COMFORT MAX LIMITED
COMMENT COMMUNICATIONS MENTORING LIMITED
COMMERCIAL FINANCE MANAGERS LIMITED
COMPANIA SEGUNDO LIMITED
COMPANIABLE LIMITED
COMPANY ADMINISTRATION SERVICES (NIUE) LIMITED
COMPANY OF MERCHANT ADVENTURERS LIMITED
COMPASS EDUCATION INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
COMP CARE LIMITED
COMPETITIVE EDGE SPORT SCIENCE LIMITED
COMPLETE GARDEN MAINTENANCE NZ LIMITED
COMPLETE PLASTERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
COMPLETE VISION CONSULTING LIMITED
COMPLIANCE ASSOCIATES LIMITED
COMTUS LIMITED
CONCAST WEST LIMITED
CONCREATIONS LIMITED
CONFERENCE PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
CONFINITY HOLDINGS LIMITED
CONFLET LIMITED
CONNECT PLUS LIMITED
CONNECTED AG NZ LIMITED
CONSILIO LIMITED
CONSTELLATION DRIVE TRUSTEE LIMITED
CONSTELLATION MEDIA LIMITED
CONSTRUCTION ADJUDICATIONS LIMITED
CONSTRUCTION NZ LIMITED
CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS HB LIMITED
CONSUMERS DISTRIBUTING N.Z. LIMITED
CONTEMPO CONSULTANTS LIMITED
CONTEMPORARY YOGA LIMITED
CONTINGENCY COVER LIMITED
CONYNGHAM CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
COOL 4 BABY LIMITED
COOPER LIDDINGTON LIMITED
COOPZ LIMITED
COTES LIMITED
COPIA OLIVES LIMITED
COPPELL CRUICKSHANK LIMITED
CORE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS LIMITED
CORE PEOPLE GROUP LIMITED
CORE PEOPLE WELLINGTON LIMITED
CORE RECRUITMENT LIMITED
CORMIT NZ LIMITED
CORNERSTONE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CORNERSTONE HOMES LIMITED
CORNERSTONE KF LIMITED
CORNERSTONE REHAB LIMITED
CORNERSTONE THERAPY LIMITED
CORNWALL PARK MOTEL LIMITED
CORNZ TRADING LIMITED
CORPORATE BODIES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CORPORATE WELLNESS NZ LIMITED
CORPSKILL LIMITED
COSHIN INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED
COSMEDICS LIMITED
COSMOPOLITAN TAXATION SERVICES LIMITED
COSTAR80 LIMITED
COSTELLO LIMITED
COSY FROGS LIMITED
COTTRELL CONSULTING LIMITED
COULING ENGINEERING LIMITED
COUNTIES AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES LIMITED
COUNTIES RECYCLING LIMITED
COUNTRY & CO SYNDICATION LIMITED
COUNTRY HOME AND CRAFTS LIMITED
COUNTRY LANE LANDSCAPES LIMITED
COUNTRY LIFE DAYCARE CENTRE LIMITED
COUNTRYWIDE GLASS LIMITED
COUP D ETAT LIMITED
COUPER CREATIVE STYLING LIMITED
COURAGE WEB SOLUTIONS LIMITED
COURT TRUSTEE LIMITED
COURTENAY HEARING CENTRE LIMITED
COVERCRETE NORTHSHORE LIMITED
COWES BAY OLIVE GROVE LIMITED
COZY CONE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
CPJV LIMITED
CPOE LIMITED
CPW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CQ SOLUTIONS LIMITED
CRAFT HOSPITALITY LIMITED
CRAIG-ARTHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CRAIGS PAINTING SERVICE LIMITED
CRANBROOK PROJECTS LIMITED
CRASH TEAM LIMITED
CRATER RIM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
CRAZY DIAMOND PROPERTIES LIMITED
CREATIF DESIGN LIMITED
CREATION CORPORATION LIMITED
CREATIVATE LIMITED
CREATIVE FINANCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
CREATIVE REWARDS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

DEV CO 2018 LIMITED
DEVBHAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEVELOP RENOVATIONS LIMITED
DEVENISH FAMILY FOOD LIMITED
DEVI BHANGLAMUKHI MATA LIMITED
DEVINA'S MIDWIFERY SERVICES LIMITED
DEVINE GROUP LIMITED
DEVJOT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DEVLIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
DEVVOY CONTRACTORS LIMITED
DEZINE LIMITED
DFI LIMITED
DFQ & NASALIO LIMITED
DFW.COM LIMITED
DG & LM GILL LIMITED
DG ENTERPRISES TRUSTEE LIMITED
DH BIO CO LIMITED
DH SUPERMARKET MANUREWA LIMITED
DHAN GURU NANAK SAHIB LIMITED
DHANGURUNANAK NEWZEALAND LIMITED
DHARMA LIMITED
DHILLON INCORPORATION LIMITED
DHILLON LIMITED
DIAMOND TRANSPORT (2018) LIMITED
DIESEL TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED
DIESELZONE LIMITED
DIETITIAN SERVICES LIMITED
DIGITAL DESIGNED DOORS LIMITED
DIGITAL NAVIGATORS LIMITED
DIGITALCITY NAX LIMITED
DINGO DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
DINO VENTURES LIMITED
DIRECTADS LIMITED
DIRTY WORK NZ LIMITED
DISABILITY SERVICES LIMITED
DISCOVER THE BLUE LIMITED
DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED
DISTRIBUTION CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
DIVAD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DIVERSABILITY IN ACTION COLLECTIVE
DIVERSE CONSTRUCTION NELSON LIMITED
DIVINE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DIXON TRADING SOUTHERN COMPANY LIMITED
DJ ELECTRICAL 2018 LIMITED
DJ GLOVER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
DKG ENGINEERING LIMITED
DKW BUILDING LIMITED
DLB FAMILY TRUSTEE (2016) LIMITED
DLI DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
DMAX LIMITED
DMG TRUSTEES (ARMY BAY) LIMITED
DMGTILING LIMITED
DMH CONTRACTING NZ LIMITED
DNA PAINTERS LIMITED
DNJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DOABA ROOFING LIMITED
DOC-TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DODE LEGENDS LIMITED
DOGGIESHARE LIMITED
DOMINO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DONALDSON MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
DONNA WHITE LIMITED
DONNELL MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED
DONOGHUE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
DORN HOLDINGS LIMITED
DORN PROPERTIES LIMITED
DOUBLE FIVE THREE LIMITED
DOUBLE PORTION NZ LIMITED
DOUBLE STRIKE EVENTS LIMITED
DOUBTLESS BAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
DOUSTS AGRICONTRACTS LIMITED
DOVEDALE INT LIMITED
DOWNUNDER TRADIES NZ LIMITED
DR CAPITAL LIMITED
DR. GEOFF MICALPINE LIMITED
DRACON INTERNATIONAL TRADE NZ LIMITED
DRAIN UNBLOCK LIMITED
DRAINAGE UNPLUGGED LIMITED
DRAWZY LIMITED
DREAM RESOURCES LIMITED
DREAMBOATS AUCKLAND LIMITED
DRIVELINE BRAKES NZ LIMITED
DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTION & REPAIR LIMITED
DRIVING EDGE LIMITED
DROP KICK HOLDINGS LIMITED
DRS NZ LIMITED
DRTS CONCEPTS LIMITED
DRW AND TA PROPERTIES LIMITED
DS ATWAL LIMITED
DS BEAUTY LIMITED
DSA REALTY LIMITED
DSB CAR IMPORTS LIMITED
DSPEC LIMITED
DTJ HAULAGE LIMITED
DUBALCHANCE LIMITED
DUENNA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DUFF ELECTRICAL LIMITED
DUKES ROAD PROPERTY LIMITED
DULCE DE LECHE LIMITED
DUMPLING HOLDINGS LIMITED
DUNCAN HOUSE MONTESSORI LIMITED
DUNEDIN CITY COMBINED TAXIS LIMITED
DUNEDIN IMPORTS LIMITED
DUNN CONSULTING LIMITED
DUNRITE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
DUNRITE DRAINAGE AND LANDSCAPES LIMITED
DUNWOODY HOLDINGS LIMITED
DUO WORKS LIMITED
DUST N SHINE LIMITED
DW INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
DWEN PROPERTY LIMITED
Dwyer Builders Limited
Dwyer Holdings 01 Limited
DWZ LIMITED
DYNAMIC HOSTING LIMITED
DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGIES ELECTRICAL LIMITED
DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGY SERVICES AND PRODUCTS LIMITED
DYNAMIKE COMPANY LIMITED
DZ LEGEND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
DZB LIMITED
E COM SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED
E LABELS LIMITED
E LABELS NZ LIMITED
EAGLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
EAGLE ROCK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
EALING GREEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
EARLE FAMILY PROPERTIES LIMITED
EARTHSEA PROPERTIES LIMITED
EAST ASIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
EAST COAST CAMPERVANS LIMITED
EAST COAST TRADING LIMITED
EAST MOUNTAIN LIMITED
EAST REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
EAST TAMAKI POWDER COATERS (2010) LIMITED
EASTSAIL INVESTMENT NZ LIMITED
EASY ALARM LIMITED
EASY FAST TRADE LIMITED
EASY PAINTERS LIMITED
EASY PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
EASY TOUR LIMITED
EASYTRADE AUTOS LIMITED
EBENCHMARKING LIMITED
EBOREZ LIMITED
EBRON PROPERTIES LIMITED
ECCE TERRAM LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEE 3008 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEE 3010 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 1103 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 1419 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 1541 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2031 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2098 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2102 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2143 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2181 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2195 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2226 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2247 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2253 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2268 LIMITED
ECD TRUSTEES 2287 LIMITED
ECHAD LIMITED
ECLIPSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ECO ARCHITECTS NZ LIMITED
ECO HYGIENE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ECOIR PRODUCTS LIMITED
ECOLIBRIUM BIOLOGICALS LIMITED
ECOLOCK YARNS AND FIBRES LIMITED
ECOVATION LIMITED
ECT LOGISTICS (2018) LIMITED
EDDISON LIMITED
EDEN AND EVA LIMITED
EDGE IMPORTS (2010) LIMITED
EDGECOMBE ENTERPRISES 1941 LIMITED
EDK LIMITED
EDMONDS BEAMSLEY PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
EDMONDS FISHING (2004) LIMITED
EDSER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
EE FAMILY LIMITED
EFOOD LIMITED
EFUN LIMITED
EFX FINANCIAL LIMITED
EGARIM LIMITED
EGMONT GARAGE LIMITED
EGOMALL LIMITED
EGREGIUS PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
EHOBBY LIMITED
EIE LIMITED
EJB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ELAM TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
ELAN DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATION LIMITED
ELDER LAW (SOUTH AUCKLAND) LIMITED
ELDER LAW (WEST AUCKLAND) LIMITED
ELDERBERRY & KATE LIMITED
ELECTRIC AGE LIMITED
ELECTRIC COMPANY COFFEE LIMITED
ELECTRICAL DYNAMO LIMITED
ELECTRICAL PRO NZ LIMITED
ELEGANCE BEAUTY N SKINCARE LIMITED
ELEGANT OVERSEAS LIMITED
ELEMENT SQUARE CREATION LIMITED
ELEV 8 GLOBAL LIMITED
ELGENIO LIMITED
ELITE DISTRIBUTION GROUP LIMITED
ELITE GAMING NZ LIMITED
ELITE SPORTS LIMITED
ELITE WATERBLASTING LIMITED
ELL TRUSTEE COMPANY NO.12 LIMITED
ELLEFIT LIMITED
ELLING LIMITED
ELWIN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
E-MAZING LIMITED
EMBELLISHED ELEMENTS LIMITED
EMERALD 2017 LIMITED
EMERGENCY PLUMBING SERVICES LIMITED
EMINENTIA TRUSTEES LIMITED
EMJAY CORPORATION LIMITED
EMKEY MARKETING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
EMMA HOLDINGS LIMITED
EMNPL NOMINEE LIMITED
EMPANADAS LIMITED
EMPIRE PROJECTS NZ LIMITED
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
EMPLOYMENT DISPUTE SERVICES (2014) LIMITED
EMQUADRO ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ENABLE YOU LIMITED
ENBE TRUST LIMITED
ENCORE GROUP LIMITED
ENDEV KMS LIMITED
ENDPOINT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ENERGY & INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES LIMITED
ENERGY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS LIMITED
ENGENEO LIMITED
ENRICH LIMITED
ENSPIRAL SPACES LIMITED
ENVIROBABY LIMITED
ENVIROMAX LIMITED
ENVOY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ENZED SHARE LIMITED
EPIC ELECTRICAL LIMITED
EPIC SCAFFOLDING LIMITED
EPOCHA LIMITED
EPONYMOUS LIMITED
EPPING REAL ESTATE (NZ) LIMITED
EQ GLASS LIMITED
EQ PROJECT SERVICES LIMITED
EQUIPT COACHING AND EXERCISE LIMITED
EQUIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ERICH JAEGGER ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED
ERNIE’S CANTINA LIMITED
ESK COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
ESSENTIAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED
ESSENTIALS GROUP LIMITED
ESWA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
ETEC CROP SOLUTIONS LIMITED
FALCONER CONSULTING LIMITED
FALSTONE HOLDINGS LIMITED
FAMILY BLISS LIMITED
FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES LIMITED
FAMILY HEALTH LIMITED
FAN FAMILY LIMITED
FANCY SHOP LIMITED
FANTAIL FARMING LIMITED
FAR PAVILION HOLDINGS LIMITED
FARM 4 LIMITED
FARM AND VET LIMITED
FARM FRESH VEGE LIMITED
FARM2FAMILY LIMITED
FARMCORP LIMITED
FARMGATE DIRECT LIMITED
FARMSAFE LIMITED
FARMSAFE NZ LIMITED
FARQUHAR ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED
FARRELL MARKHAMS TRUSTEES LIMITED
FAST AND FURIOUS COURIERS LIMITED
FAST ARROW LOGISTIC LIMITED
FAST CASH NZ LIMITED
FAT LIP MARKETING LIMITED
FATHERS NIGHT LIMITED
FATI AND ALBERT LIMITED
FAUX FLOWER CO LIMITED
FAWLTY MOWERS LIMITED
FDC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
FDM LIMITED
FDS 2016 LIMITED
FEARMOR LIMITED
FEARON HAY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
FEATURE WALLS LIMITED
FEDERAL PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED
FEDERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
FEET AND HANDS LIMITED
FEIJOA TRAVEL LIMITED
FIELDING FUNERAL CHAPEL LIMITED
FELICITY’S BEAUTY THERAPY CLINIC LIMITED
FELIX STUDIO LIMITED
FENCE PROFESSIONAL LIMITED
FENECH TRANSPORT LIMITED
FERAL FILMS LIMITED
FERNDELL FARMSTAY LIMITED
FERONIA ENERGY LIMITED
FERRET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FERRO WINDOWS AND DOORS LIMITED
FERROVIAL AGROMAN (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
FERRYMead PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED
FG FITNESS LIMITED
FGP1 LIMITED
FICTION MINE LIMITED
FICUS CARICA CHURCH LIMITED
FIELD AND BRAMLEY LIMITED
FIFTY311 LIMITED
FILM AND TELEVISION INSTITUTE NZ LIMITED
FINANCIAL DESIGN LIMITED
FINANCIAL PROGRESS LIMITED
FIND MY FUNDS LIMITED
FIND ONE LIMITED
FINDALIGHT LIMITED
FINDHORN VENTURES LIMITED
FINDING HEALTH LIMITED
FINETECH SECURITY COMPANY LIMITED
FIRE SAFETY AND EVAC SOLUTIONS LIMITED
FIRE SHIELD (NZ) LIMITED
FIRE STOP LIMITED
FIREPEL KIDD LIMITED
FIRESIDE FILMS NZ LIMITED
FIREWATCH CENTRAL OTAGO LIMITED
FIREWOOD SALES LIMITED
FIRST CHOICE HOUSE INSPECTIONS LIMITED
FIRST EASTERN CAPITAL LIMITED
FIRST LIGHT ELECTRICAL LIMITED
FIRST STEP ENGINEERING LIMITED
FIRTH IMPORTS LIMITED
FISH LIMITED
FIT BROS LIMITED
FIT ME IN LIMITED
FITFAT LIMITED
FITNESS CLUBHOUSE LIMITED
FITNZMEALS LIMITED
FITZPATRICK ELECTRICAL LIMITED
FIVE BUD DESIGN LIMITED
FIVE RIVERS AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
FIVE STAR ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
FIVE STAR GARDENS LIMITED
FIVE STAR NAILS (LYNFIELD) LIMITED
FIVE STEP TAI CHI LIMITED
FIVE TALENTS LIMITED
FIX MASSAGE CO. LIMITED
FJW HOLDINGS LIMITED
FLAVOURS RESTAURANT AND BAR LIMITED
FLAX AGENCIES LIMITED
FLAX PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
FLAXBOURNE FENCING LIMITED
FLETCHER CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
FLEXGRIP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
FLEXIDOCK (NZ) LIMITED
FLEXIPODS LIMITED
FLIPSEATS LIMITED
FLOAT THERAPY LIMITED
FLOORING SERVICES AUCKLAND LIMITED
FLOORING WIZARD LIMITED
FLORENCE & FORTITUDE LIMITED
FLORENCE TRUSTEE LIMITED
FLOWING RIVER TRUST LIMITED
FLUID PERFORMANCE LIMITED
FLYING DRAGON XS LIMITED
FLYING GOLDFISH LIMITED
FLYOVER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
FM TRUSTEES 210 LIMITED
FM TRUSTEES 300 LIMITED
FM TRUSTEES 368 LIMITED
FMP TRADING LIMITED
FOCUS ON YOU LIMITED
FODEN INSTALLATIONS & SERVICES LIMITED
FONFIX4U LIMITED
FOOD-STA PRODUCTS LIMITED
FOOSE LIMITED
FOR ARTS SAKE (NZ) LIMITED
FORENSIC SOLUTIONS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
FORM FURNITURE LIMITED
FORME MODULAR LIMITED
FORTH DIMENSION LIMITED
FORTIFIED SECURITY LIMITED
FORTRESS FOUNDATIONS LIMITED
FORWARD JOURNEY LIMITED
GIRVAN TRANSPORTATION LIMITED
GISBORNE GOURMET LIMITED
GJ GUNN TRUSTEE LIMITED
GJM CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
GL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
GL DEVELOPMENTS 2014 LIMITED
GLACIAL LIMITED
GLAM SHARPENING COMPANY LIMITED
GLAMBI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GLEN GRANT PROPERTIES LIMITED
GLENELG ADVISORY LIMITED
GLENELG LIQUID INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GLENELG LIQUID TRADING LIMITED
GLENGOWAN FARMS LIMITED
GLENITI HEIGHTS DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
GLENN LOVETT HOLDINGS LIMITED
GLITZ CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
GLOBAL BEVERAGE COMPANY LIMITED
GLOBAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT LIMITED
GLOBAL CULTURE LIMITED
GLOBAL DERIVATIVE MARKETS LIMITED
GLOBAL DESIGNS (2009) LIMITED
GLOBAL EFTPOS LIMITED
GLOBAL HORIZON JET LIMITED
GLOBAL INDENTORS LIMITED
GLOBAL LINK IMPORTS LIMITED
GLOBAL MULTIPRODUCTIONS LIMITED
GLOBAL RUGBY AGENCY LIMITED
GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
GLOBAL SURVEY 2000 LIMITED
GLOBAL SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGY (NZ) LIMITED
GLOBAL TRADE AND MARKETING LIMITED
GLOBAL TRADE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
GLOBAL WINE AND BEVERAGE COMPANY LIMITED
GLYMED NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GLZ TRADING LIMITED
GMBL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
GMF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CONSULTANT LIMITED
GMG STAR TRADING LIMITED
GMM CONSULTING LIMITED
GMP DAIRY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GMP HEALTHY MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
GMT DIGITAL LIMITED
GO 2 IT LIMITED
GO BELIEVE LIMITED
GO BOARD 344 LIMITED
GO DO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GOAT SPEC NZ LIMITED
GOBINDPURA TRANSPORT LIMITED
GOISLAND INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL LIMITED
GOLD COAST NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GOLD STONE CAPITAL LIMITED
GOLD STREAM INTERNATIONAL TRADES LIMITED
GOLDEN BAY CONTRACTING LIMITED
GOLDEN MAX LIMITED
GOLDEN MILL LIMITED
GOLDEN MORNING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
GOLDEN MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GOLDEN SOLID FARMER LIMITED
GOLDFIELDS HEIGHTS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
GOLDSPARK LIMITED
GOLF BALL LOGO (2006) NZ LIMITED
GONE BURGERS NZ LIMITED
GONESOARING LIMITED
GOOD FOR GOOD LIMITED
GOOD FORTUNE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GOOD LUCK DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
GOOD TIME DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
GOODIES JOINERY LIMITED
GOODLAND HOLDINGS LIMITED
GOODTALK LIMITED
GOODWIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GOODWOOD HOMES LIMITED
GOOGLE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
GOPAL’S PHARMACY LIMITED
GOPAY LIMITED
GORDON STEVENSON CONSULTING LIMITED
GOVIND & LAXMI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
GOW LIMITED
GPPH BADWAL (2016) LIMITED
GR8 CAKES LIMITED
GRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GRAB AD LIMITED
GRACECHURCH DEVELOPMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
GRACIOUS ME LIMITED
GRAEME WOOLMORE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
GRAMA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GRANDAD’S WORKSHOP LIMITED
GRANDIAN LIMITED
GRAVESITE CARE LIMITED
GREAT DANE DEVELOPMENTS (NZ) LIMITED
GREAT LAND HOMES LIMITED
GREAT MOTORS LIMITED
GREAT UNIVERSAL LIMITED
GREDEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GREEN CAP KIM PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
GREEN CLEANING (2017) SERVICES LIMITED
GREEN DROP LIMITED
GREEN EARTH ELECTRICAL LIMITED
GREEN GOPHER LIMITED
GREEN ISLAND SOUVENIRS (NZ) LIMITED
GREEN MANGOS LIMITED
GREEN ORGANICS LIMITED
GREEN WHEELS LIMITED
GREENHOF & SONS LIMITED
GREENSTONE ESTATE LIMITED
GREENSTONE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GREENSTONE MARKETING LIMITED
GREENTHEME SERVICES LIMITED
GREENYARDS LIMITED
GREG BAKER TILING LIMITED
GRENABY FARM LIMITED
GREY AND WILD LIMITED
GREY KNIGHT HOLDINGS LIMITED
GREYTOWN CAFE LIMITED
GRFFITHSFAM HOLDINGS LIMITED
GRIME BUSTERS LIMITED
GROUND CONTROL 2000 LIMITED
GROWGOODNZ LIMITED
GS ADVENTURES NZ LIMITED
GSH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
GT CLEANING LIMITED
GUANSTAR ASSETS LIMITED
GUiltFREE BODY LIMITED
GUJARAT CUISINE 2012 LIMITED
GUJARATHI HOLDINGS LIMITED
GUNS N HOSES LIMITED
GUNSMOKE 2015 LIMITED
HIGHLIFE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HIGHSHOTS VIDEO ANALYSIS LIMITED
HIKOI CAMBRIDGE LIMITED
HIHUHIKULE'O 'O EUOKIA RADIO LIMITED
HIKURANGI LOGISTICS LIMITED
HILL HOMES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
HIMALAYAN FOODS NZ LIMITED
HINE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
HINE KAWAKAWA TAPUI LIMITED
HINTZ CONTRACTING LIMITED
HIRA & SONS LIMITED
HISTOPATH LIMITED
HITCHMAN ENGINEERING (2015) LIMITED
HIVE MINED LIMITED
HL BAR BRAND LIMITED
HL EXPRESS LIMITED
HL TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HMPH LIMITED
HN ASSOCIATES LIMITED
HOBBS BUILDERS LIMITED
HOBBY AND TRAIN LIMITED
HOBFRA PROJECTS LIMITED
HOCAR LIMITED
HODGES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
HODGKINSON SERVICES LIMITED
HOGG TRUSTEES LIMITED
HOGGARD LAW LIMITED
HOLDFAST ENTERPRISES LIMITED
HOLDON GROUP LIMITED
HOLGATE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HOLLINS HOUSE WASHING LIMITED
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY (GREENLANE) LIMITED
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY (NEWTON) LIMITED
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY (ROSEBANK) LIMITED
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY PAH ROAD LIMITED
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY PARTNERSHIP LIMITED
HOME AND INCOME TRUSTEES LIMITED
HOME BAR SUPPLIES LIMITED
HOME SHOP LIMITED
HOME START HOMES LIMITED
HOME STORES LIMITED
HOME SURVEY LIMITED
HOMEBOUND INSPECTIONS LIMITED
HOMEPAK NZ LIMITED
HOMES FOREVER LIMITED
HOMETRIP LIMITED
HONEY FANZ LIMITED
HONEY PIRATES LIMITED
HONGKAI LIMITED
HOOKED 4X4 LIMITED
HOPE VILLA LIMITED
HOPKINS FAMILY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
HOPKINSON & HOPKINSON LIMITED
HOPSCALE LIMITED
HOPTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HORGAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HORIZON WAQ LIMITED
HORSE CRAZY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
HORTEN AEROSPACE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
HORTICULTURAL SERVICES (TARANAKI) LIMITED
HOT AZ HELL (2010) LIMITED
HOT BREAD KITCHEN LIMITED
HOTT'T ASS CHILLIES LIMITED
HOUSE FOR ALL NATIONS LIMITED
[NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE]

JNM CO. LIMITED
JO ROBERTSON CONSULTING LIMITED
JO TURNER MARKETING LIMITED
JOBRENCO LIMITED
JOCK HARLEY FITNESS LIMITED
JOEY SERVICES LIMITED
JOFRREM HOLDINGS LIMITED
JOH RETAIL LIMITED
JOHN AUBIN CONTRACTING LIMITED
JOHN CAREY DESIGN SERVICES LIMITED
JOHN H HOUSING LIMITED
JOHN HARMAN SURGICAL LIMITED
JOHNSTON TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
JOLARNA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
JOLENDALE IRRIGATION LIMITED
JOMAC RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
JONES & WYATT HOMES LIMITED
JONES-TOWNSEND LIMITED
JONLID LIMITED
JONT HOLDINGS LIMITED
JONZAC LIMITED
JOP LIMITED
JORDANS LAND COMPANY LIMITED
JO’S CAFE LIMITED
JOSELYN XAVIER (JOSH) LIMITED
JOSH REEVES CONCRETE PLACING LIMITED
JOYEE TRAVEL SERVICE LIMITED
JOYRON LIMITED
JPB HOLDINGS LIMITED
JPG CONTRACTING LIMITED
JO LIMITED
JROBERTS FLOORING LIMITED
JR’S PANTRY LIMITED
JS CLEAN LIMITED
JSSC LIMITED
JT VENTURES LIMITED
JTD SQUARE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
JTK RISK SOLUTIONS LIMITED
JUBILEE PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
JUDDER HOLDINGS LIMITED
JUICE YOUR ORANGE LIMITED
JUNEV INVESTMENTS LIMITED
JUNHE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED
JUNK KING LIMITED
JUNKMAN NZ LIMITED
JURASSIC STONE LIMITED
JUST CHIP IT LIMITED
JUST CUTS PROPERTY LIMITED
JUST DELIVERY LIMITED
JUST THAI CUISINE LIMITED
JUST TILING LIMITED
JVANDMB LIMITED
JVC HOLDINGS LIMITED
JW CPG LIMITED
JZE TRUSTEE COMPANY (NO. 2) LIMITED
K & K FARMING 2015 LIMITED
K & P MOORE LIMITED
K & P SERVICES LIMITED
K & T PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
K BOLLEN MIDWIFE LIMITED
K CONTRACTING LIMITED
K N KITCHEN LIMITED
K S INVESTMENTS LIMITED
K&G GROUPS LIMITED
K&L SERVICES LIMITED
K.I.C.K LIMITED
K1000 LIMITED
K3 PROPERTIES LIMITED
KA PAL INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
KAAB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KAAPA KAWANA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KADE KINGS LIMITED
KADU HOLDINGS LIMITED
KEAPPLER GEOSPATIAL SERVICES LIMITED
KAF CONSULTING LIMITED
KAFUE PROPERTIES LIMITED
KAHA ARA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
KAHA TRUSTEES LIMITED
KAHIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KAIPOI FLORIST LIMITED
KAIKOURA ALUMINIUM & GLASS LIMITED
KAIKOURA COASTAL CAMPGROUNDS (2004) LIMITED
KAIKOURA NATURALLY LIMITED
KAILI LIMITED
KAIMAHI CONTRACTING LIMITED
KAIMAI SHEETMETAL LIMITED
KAITIKA STUDIOS LIMITED
KAIWHAKAWHANAU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KAJAH PROPERTIES LIMITED
KAKIRAAWA GP LIMITED
KALIA CIVIL & INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KALMIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KAMAKA SOLUTIONS LIMITED
KAMIKAZE PAINTBALL GAME LIMITED
KANDO BUILDING MAINTENANCE LIMITED
KAPPOOR ENTERPRISE LIMITED
KAPOWAI IMMIGRATION ADVICE LIMITED
KARAMU TRUSTEES NO. 9 LIMITED
KARAN TRANSPORT LIMITED
KARMA PROPERTIES LIMITED
KARNAK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KARNAK TRUSTEE LIMITED
KARP TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
KATA LIMITED
KATE WAY PROPERTY LIMITED
KATEJ TRUSTEE LIMITED
KATHLEEN MCKAY LIMITED
KATIPO RESOURCES CENTRAL LIMITED
KATNIK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KAURILANDS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
KAURIMU TRUSTEES LIMITED
KAURUKU TOI LIMITED
KAVA PROPERTIES LIMITED
KAYLA FISHING CO. LIMITED
KAYMARK LIMITED
KB MANAGEMENT LIMITED
KC ACCOUNTING LIMITED
KC DEVELOPMENTS (HB) LIMITED
KD SILICH TRUSTEES LIMITED
KEARDS APARTMENTS LIMITED
KEA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KEAL WORKSHOP LIMITED
KEANE LIMITED
KEBAB & CURRY LIMITED
KEBAB KITCHEN NELSON LIMITED
KEEP TRACK LIMITED
KEKENO CONSULTING LIMITED
KELICK FARM LIMITED
KJG PROPERTIES LIMITED
KJW 2014 LIMITED
KKR CONSULTING LIMITED
KLB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KLEAN ME LIMITED
KLG HOLDING LIMITED
KLIICK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
KLX INTERNATIONAL ASSET HOLDINGS LIMITED
KM KHY LIMITED
KMA HAWKES BAY LIMITED
KNIGHTS TRUSTEES LIMITED
KNK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KNOWLEDGE PARTNER PROFESSIONALS LIMITED
KNZ MOTORS LIMITED
KNZ PAINT LIMITED
KO & LEE LIMITED
KOHA STONES LIMITED
KOHINOOR THE ULTIMATE CHOICE LIMITED
KOI CULTURAL ARCHITECTURE NZ LIMITED
KOIL CAFE LIMITED
KOMARU PUTIPUTI TRUSTEE LIMITED
KOMPASS ORTHO-SHOCK LIMITED
KONDER HOLDINGS LIMITED
KONZEPT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
KOPU CORPORATION LIMITED
KOREHE SEAFOODS LIMITED
KOROMIKO J V LIMITED
KORU CORPORATION LIMITED
KOTUI TRUSTEES LIMITED
KOWAI CONTRACTING LIMITED
KOWAI PEOPLE LIMITED
KOWALEWSKI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
KOWLOON GLOBAL TRADING (NZ) LIMITED
KP & D BATES LIMITED
KPAR PVT LIMITED
KR PROPERTIES LIMITED
KRAAKMAN BUILDERS LIMITED
KRC (NZ) LIMITED
KRC GROUP INVESTMENT LIMITED
KREATIV PROJECTS LIMITED
KRISTU ENTERPRISES LIMITED
KRystal INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
KSN HOLDINGS LIMITED
KSN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KSS ALUMINIUM LIMITED
KTS FROM $10 HAIRCUTS LIMITED
KUBE LIMITED
KUC LIMITED
KUITI SMITH AND CO LIMITED
KULWINDER ENTERPRISES LIMITED
KUMEU TRADE LIMITED
KURNELL DRIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KURRENCY LIMITED
KUSEN HOLDINGS LIMITED
KUSHAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
KUVERA PROPERTY NZ LIMITED
KUZINA LIMITED
KW TG LIMITED
KYU COMMUNICATION LIMITED
KZO ACCOUNTING LIMITED
L & KM EARTHWORKS LIMITED
L & L BEAUTICIAN LIMITED
L & S GROUP LIMITED
L & Y HOLDINGS (HOLDING) LIMITED
L & Y HOLDINGS (NO. 3) LIMITED
L & Y HOLDINGS (REMUERA) LIMITED
L E CONTRACTING LIMITED
L F T TRUSTEE LIMITED
L M TRILLO MIDWIFE LIMITED
L T HUNTER ENGINEERING LIMITED
L&L PROPERTY DECORATORS LIMITED
L&M SOUTH PACIFIC 2016 LIMITED
L&Z FOOD GROUP LIMITED
L. FRAMING LIMITED
L.N. & J.E. INVESTMENTS LIMITED
L.R.R.F. LIMITED
L.T FLORIST AND DECOR LIMITED
LA FLAME NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
LA PESCHERIA (NZ) LIMITED
LAB MEDICAL LIMITED
LACEY DECORATING LIMITED
LACHBRIDGE HOLDINGS LIMITED
LADA PROPERTIES LIMITED
LADYBIRD CONSULTANTS LIMITED
LAGO HOLDINGS LIMITED
LAILEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
LAKE HAZE JV LIMITED
LAKELAND HOMEMADE SAUSAGES LIMITED
LAKELAND PROMOTIONS LIMITED
LAKewood ESTATE COMPANY LIMITED
LALAS ELECTRICAL LIMITED
LAL’S ENTERPRISES LIMITED
LAMBA AND COMPANY LIMITED
LAMDA LIMITED
LANA GREW LIMITED
LAND & SEA DRILLING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
LANDAU NZ LIMITED
LANDING STRIP LIMITED
LANDSHARE LIMITED
LANE 4 LIMITED
LANE-HENDRICKX DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LANG TOUN PROPERTIES LIMITED
LANOK LIMITED
LARISCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LASERWISETECH (2012) LIMITED
LASHFORM LIMITED
LASMIK SOUTH PACIFIC LIMITED
LASSEY TRUSTEES LIMITED
LATERAL CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED
LATITUDE 44 FITNESS LIMITED
LATTEY CIVIL & PRECAST LIMITED
LAUDERBURN COTTAGES LIMITED
LAUGHLINS LIMITED
LAURALES WELLNESS & BEAUTY SALON LIMITED
LAURENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
LAURENT PROPERTIES LIMITED
LAURENT RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
Laurie’s COMPANY LIMITED
LAVENDER WOOD LIMITED
LAWSON RENTALS (2013) LIMITED
LB RENTALS LIMITED
LBS BUILDERS LIMITED
LE MIRAGE LIMITED
LE POLYNESIAN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE LIMITED
LE PROPERTIES LIMITED
LEA TTT LIMITED
LEAD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
LEADING LABOUR LIMITED
LEAN BODY DIGITAL LIMITED
LEAN VENTURES CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
LEAP HAMILTON LIMITED
LEARNZ INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING LIMITED
LEDELCHI LIMITED
LEDEE CREATIVE LIMITED
LEEDEN TRADING LIMITED
LEE’S TRUSTEESHIP LIMITED
LEESA ANDERSON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
LEE TECH TRADING LIMITED
LEFT BRAIN CREATIONS LIMITED
LEFT-FIELD DESIGN LIMITED
LEGACY VII GLOBAL LIMITED
LEGEND BUILDING LIMITED
LEISURE SERVICES LIMITED
LEISURETIME CARAVANS LIMITED
LEKKER STUFF LIMITED
LEMAR PROPERTY LIMITED
LEMONTREE & ME LIMITED
LEMURIAN SPRINGS NZ LIMITED
LETHBRIDGE TRUSTEES LIMITED
LEXUN MEDIA LIMITED
LG DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LGA LIMITED
LG CIVIL LIMITED
LGZ CUISINE LIMITED
LHL LEASING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
LIBERAC LIMITED
LIFESTYLE MEDICAL ALARMS (EAST) LIMITED
LIFESTYLE MEDICINE LIMITED
LIFE-TIME SOLUTIONS LIMITED
LIGHT GROUP LIMITED
LIGHT PLASTERING LIMITED
LIGHTHOUSE BOAT SUPPLIES LIMITED
LIGHTHOUSE BREWING COMPANY LIMITED
LIGHTSPEED COMPOSITES LIMITED
LIL’ ORBIT DONUTS (AUCKLAND) LIMITED
LILAC WINE NZ LIMITED
LILY FRESH FOOD LIMITED
LIMELIGHT 2012 LIMITED
LIMITLESS COLLECTIONS LIMITED
LIN & YOU LIMITED
LIN&JULIA LIMITED
LINCOLN BUTCHERY 2013 LIMITED
LINCOLN ROAD PHARMACY LIMITED
LINDELL VINEYARD LIMITED
LINDON ORCHARD LIMITED
LINDSAY LIMITED
LINE AND LEVEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
LING INDUSTRIAL LIMITED
LINKING FACES LIMITED
LINKZ MARKETING LIMITED
LINNICK PROPERTIES LIMITED
LINS CARPENTRY LIMITED
LION GENERAL TRADING LIMITED
LIOW INVESTMENT LIMITED
LIQUOR WAREHOUSE 1998 COMPANY LIMITED
LITO LIMITED
LITTLE BIG EAR TRUSTEE HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED
LITTLE BK BEAUTY LIMITED
LITTLE GEMS CHILDCARE LIMITED
LITTLE IT CO LIMITED
LITTLE LEARNERS EDUCATION & CARE LIMITED
LITTLE OWL LIMITED
LITTLE PROJECT EST. 2016 LIMITED
LITTLE WOLFHOUND LIMITED
LITTLEWHILE LIMITED
LIVESEY BUILDERS LIMITED
LIVEWEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
LIZO DINGLE TRUSTEE LIMITED
LK INSURANCE CONTRACTING LIMITED
LL ENGINEERING LIMITED
LLOYD CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
LNL HOLDINGS LIMITED
LOCAL CREW (NZ) LIMITED
LOCAL WEB NZ LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (CHINA) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (HONG KONG) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (INDIA) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (IRELAND) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (NETHERLANDS) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (POLAND) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (SINGAPORE) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (UK) LIMITED
LOCALCOVER (USA) LIMITED
LOCATION (BEACHAVEN ROAD) LIMITED
LOCATION (VERBENA ROAD) LIMITED
LOCH LOMOND LIMITED
LOCIS LIMITED
LOD PRIVATE LIMITED
LOFT CAPITAL LIMITED
LOGAN MAY DESIGN LIMITED
LOGIK LIMITED
LOGO BANK LIMITED
LOIS SPILLER RENTALS LIMITED
LOISAIDA LIMITED
LOL DESIGNS LIMITED
LONCIN MOTOR GROUP NZ LIMITED
LONE BLACK SHEEP LIMITED
LONG VIEW LODGE LIMITED
LONG XIANG CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED
LONSFI TRADING LIMITED
LORNEWOOD LIMITED
LOSMA TRUSTEE LIMITED
LOT4 DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LOTHARIO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
LOTUS EXPORTS LIMITED
LOUGHMORE BUILDINGS LIMITED
LOVE BUILDING NZ LIMITED
LOVE DADA COMPANY LIMITED
LR MITCHELL LIMITED
LRR PROPERTIES 2016 LIMITED
LSJ CONSULTING LIMITED
LSL GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
LITTLE FEET HOME BASED CHILDCARE SERVICES LIMITED
LUCAS INSURANCE BROKERS LIMITED
LUCKENS PROPERTY SERVICE LIMITED
LUCKI SOY CANDLE LIMITED
LUCYLU LIMITED
LUIGI PROPERTIES LIMITED
LUMA LIMITED
LUMOMATIC LIMITED
LUNAR TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
LUSHINGTONS CAFE LIMITED
LUX LIMITED
LUXURY PROPERTIES LIMITED
LV & JI LIMITED
LYNN SOAS LIMITED
LYS PRODUCE LIMITED
M & E NEWELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
M & H BBQ RESTAURANT LIMITED
M & J WETHERILL CO LIMITED
M & M NO. 1 LIMITED
M & M NO. 2 LIMITED
M & M PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
M & N BARR LIMITED
M & W FIFIELD LIMITED
M AND M PATELS LIMITED
M GROUP NZ LIMITED
M J STARS LIMITED
M K KOWHAI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
M NAMO BUILDERS LIMITED
M W SHAW LIMITED
M&M EQUIPMENT RENTALS LIMITED
M&M SHUTTERS LIMITED
M&M SYSTEMS LIMITED
M&T CONSULTANTS LIMITED
M.D CARPENTRY LIMITED
M.I. CONTRACTORS LIMITED
M.J. & J.M. TRUSTEES LIMITED
M.J. CEDERMAN LIMITED
M.J.H. CONSULTING LIMITED
M2 ENTERPRISE LIMITED
M2LIEF LIMITED
MĀ HŌIHO LIMITED
MAA BHAGAVATI ENTERPRISE LIMITED
MAANVI HOLDINGS LIMITED
MABEL AND KYAN LIMITED
MAC FAR-OUT FOODS LIMITED
MACA TRUCKING LIMITED
MACAIR LIMITED
MACEFIELD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MACISS LIMITED
MACMILLAN FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED
MAD INFLUENCE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
MADE BROTHERS LIMITED
MADISON HOMES LIMITED
MADSOUNDZ TAURANGA 2010 LIMITED
MAG WHEEL REPAIRS 2018 LIMITED
MAGIC FINANCE LIMITED
MAGIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MAGIC TINY HOMES LIMITED
MAGNAGEN NZ LIMITED
MAGNAPIX LIMITED
MAGNITUDE LIMITED
MAGS WELDING SERVICES LIMITED
MAGYAR PROPERTIES EVE LIMITED
MAHI FREIGHT LIMITED
MAHIA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
MAHOE STREET PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED
MAHONY HOUSE UPGRADEERS LIMITED
MAIN STREET LICENSED FAMILY RESTAURANT LIMITED
MAINLAND HOLDINGS LIMITED
MAINLAND MOTORCYCLE SCHOOL LIMITED
MAINLY MIRRORS LIMITED
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING QUEENSTOWN
MAINTRADES NZ LIMITED
MAJ HOLDINGS LIMITED
MAJOR HORNBLower HOLDINGS LIMITED
MAKARA TRUSTEES (2013) LIMITED
MAKARORA HELICOPTERS LIMITED
MAKARSKA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MAKEOVER LIMITED
MAKESHIFT ACCOMMODATION MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MALEME ST PROPERTIES LIMITED
MALT MCDONALD LIMITED
MALVERN HOUSE LIMITED
MANA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
MANACORP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MANAGE PROTECT LIMITED
MANAGEMENT & ALL LIMITED
MANAT HOLDINGS LIMITED
MANGARAPA HOLDINGS LIMITED
MANGAWHIO FOREST COMPANY LIMITED
MANGERE BRIDGE REALTY LIMITED
MANIAC LIMITED
MANN (NZ) LIMITED
MANN FAMILY CUSTODIANS LIMITED
MANN GROUP LIMITED
MANN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MANUKAU PHARMACY LIMITED
MAORI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MAPEGA SPORTS LIMITED
MAPLE STREET LIMITED
MAPUA TAVERN LIMITED
MARAMA HAROTOROTO LIMITED
MARBLE NZ LIMITED
MARCEL MOTORS LIMITED
MARCHENZIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MARG INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LIMITED
MARGARET DUNCAN TRUSTEE LIMITED
MARGLEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MARIKO XR LIMITED
MARINE GEAR LIMITED
MARITIME CAPABILITY SOLUTIONS LIMITED
MARITZBURG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MARK GOODIER LIMITED
MARK STEVENS LIMITED
MARK WOODS MARINE SERVICES LIMITED
MARKET CONCEPTS LIMITED
MARKETING EFFECTS (2004) LIMITED
MARKIT DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
MARKOVINA PILE DRIVING SOUTH ISLAND LIMITED
MARLEE PROPERTIES LIMITED
MARLI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MARLOU ENTERPRISE LIMITED
MARNIK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MARQUE NEW ZEALAND ENTERPRISES LIMITED
MARRIOTT HORSES LIMITED
MARRY ME AGENCY LIMITED
MARSON LIMITED
MARTON HARDWARE LIMITED
MARUTI WINDOWS & GLASS LIMITED
MARWOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MA’S NATURAL LIVING GROUP LIMITED
MASCAS LIMITED
MASSTECH WEIGHING SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT LIMITED
MASTER AUTO CARE LIMITED
MASTER BIKES LIMITED
MASTER CARS LIMITED
MASTERCLEAN EXTERIOR CLEANING LIMITED
MASTERGROUP LIMITED
MASTERS ENTERPRISE LIMITED
MASTERSCAPE LIMITED
MATAKATIA LIMITED
MATAKITE JAPANESE CUISINE LIMITED
MATAMATA POST AND RAILS (1999) LIMITED
MATARIKI MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MATCHBOX CREATIVE LIMITED
MATHESON ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MATRESHKA LIMITED
MATUKU PLACE TRUSTEE LIMITED
MAVUMKAL TRUSTEES LIMITED
MAX TRAVEL AND HOLIDAY LIMITED
MAXELLA LIMITED
MAXIMUM PRIME FITNESS LIMITED
MAXITEL LIMITED
MAXOWEN LIMITED
MAXREFUNDNZ LIMITED
MAXWELL MARKETING NZ LIMITED
MAYBURY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
MAYFIELD COACHING LIMITED
MAYQUEEN HOLDING LIMITED
MBM LIMITED
MC CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS LIMITED
MCARTHUR FAMILY FARMING LIMITED
MCARTHUR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MCDAVIES LIMITED
MCDERMOND GASFITTING LIMITED
MCDONALD EXCAVATING (1981) LIMITED
MCDOUGALL CONTRACTING (1980) LIMITED
MCDOWALL RENOVATIONS LIMITED
MCELWAIN LIMITED
MCGREAL’S LIMITED
MCKENA LIMITED
MCKINNIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MCLAREN PARK SERVICES LIMITED
MCMINN AND QUILLER LIMITED
MCMINN PLUMBING LIMITED
MCMUD CONSULTING LIMITED
MCRAE PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
MCWILLIAMS RESPIRATORY LIMITED
MEASURE UP - HOUSE AND BUILDINGS LIMITED
MECR LIMITED
MED LIMITED
MEDICAL NUTRITIONAL INSTITUTE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
MEDICAL RESEARCH GROUP LIMITED
MEDICI CONSULTING LIMITED
MEDI-FREIGHT LOGISTICS NZ LIMITED
MEDITATIVE PEACE LIMITED
MEDRA & PHARMA SERVICES LIMITED
MEE FARMING LIMITED
MEGA FORCE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
MEGA PROJECT NO 2 LIMITED
MEGA PROJECT NO 3 LIMITED
MEGA PROJECT NO 4 LIMITED
MEGA PROJECT NO 5 LIMITED
MEGAFORM LIMITED
MEGAZONE MANUKAU LIMITED
MEGHA AND RUPEESH LIMITED
MEHTA FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
MELBOE GROUP LIMITED
MELISSA JEWELRY (NZ) LIMITED
MEMORY STIK LIMITED
MERYGOW INVESTMENTS COMPANY LIMITED
MERIBEL LIMITED
MERIC CONSULTING LIMITED
MERKABA LIMITED
Meron Limited
MERRIN DIGITAL LIMITED
MERYANNE TRUSTEE LIMITED
METAL TREND INDUSTRIES LIMITED
METAL-FUSION LIMITED
METER MINDERS LIMITED
METRO CORPORATION LIMITED
METROSPA LIMITED
MEZPAK HOLDINGS LIMITED
MGB HOLDINGS LIMITED
MH Rotorua Limited
MIAN XIANG BA FANG LIMITED
MICHAEL FANTHAM BUILDER LIMITED
MICHAEL MEEK LIMITED
MICHAEL STEMMER TRUSTEE COMPANY (2006) LIMITED
MICHAEL STEMMER TRUSTEE COMPANY (2008) LIMITED
MICHAEL STEMMER TRUSTEE COMPANY (2010) LIMITED
MICHAEL STEMMER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
MICHELLE YOUNG LANDSCAPES LIMITED
MICK TRADING LIMITED
MICKEY CHALLENGE LIMITED
MIDARA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIDPOINT DAIRY TAUPO LIMITED
Miers & Co Developments Limited
MIGHTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
MIGHTY SQUARE LIMITED
MIKE MUIR PROPERTIES LIMITED
MIKE NEWMAN TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
MIKEALLSOP.CO.NZ LIMITED
MIKKELSEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
MILESTONE CAMPERS LIMITED
MILESTONE PROJECTS LIMITED
MILESTONE TRUSTEE LIMITED
MILKFAT AND HAPPY LIMITED
MILKSHAKE MODELS LIMITED
MILKS COFFEE LIMITED
MILL HOUSE DAIRY (2006) LIMITED
MILLAR LANDS LIMITED
MILLAU LIMITED
MILLENIUM SOLUTIONS LIMITED
MILLENNIUM PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MILLER & SON LIMITED
MILLER HOLDINGS 2005 LIMITED
MILLER MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MILLERS ARK LIMITED
MILLIE & MEL LIMITED
MILMOE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIND YOUR BEES LIMITED
MING HE NZ INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION LIMITED
MING STUDIO LIMITED
MINHAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
MINNEAPOLIS INVEST LIMITED
MINNEAPOLIS INVEST LIMITED
MINT CLOTHING LIMITED
MINT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
MNX INVESTMENTS (2009) LIMITED
MNX JUICE LIMITED
MIPENCO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIRAMAR (NZ) PTY LIMITED
MIRAMAR UNDERWRITING AGENCY PTY LIMITED
MIRIVALE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIRO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
MIRUS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MOTU BURGER LIMITED
MOTUARA COMPANY LIMITED
MOUNTAIN LEE LIMITED
MP3 INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MR BAGEL CAFE LIMITED
MR CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
MR FIX LIMITED
MR FRESH LIMITED
MR GLENN MARK COLLIS
MR MARTIN CONSULTANCY LIMITED
MRA TILING LIMITED
MS CONSTRUCTION RODNEY LIMITED
MS ONEHUNGA LIMITED
MSH CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
MSK MOTORS LIMITED
MT PURVIS TRUSTEES LIMITED
MT WELLINGTON THAI MASSAGE LIMITED
MTC CONCEPTS LIMITED
MULLER & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
MULTI LIVING BAY OF PLENTY LIMITED
MULTI-LINK (NZ) LIMITED
MULTIPLIED INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
MUMBLES 2008 LIMITED
MUMSDOLLAR MUSIC LIMITED
MUNDO ADMON LIMITED
MURIWAI BEACH HORSE RIDES LIMITED
MURPHY ADVISORY TRUSTEES LIMITED
MURRAY MASON ELECTRICAL LIMITED
MURRAY NICHOLLS LIMITED
MUSAE LIMITED
MUSTER BRUSH LIMITED
MUTUAL SERVICES LIMITED
MUYI FAMILY LIMITED
MV MNT LIMITED
MVP BARBER LIMITED
MWA LOGISTICS LIMITED
MWAH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MWE LL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MWE LLA PUBLISHING LIMITED
MWG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MY CLEAN HOME LIMITED
MY HALF LIMITED
MY LANDSCAPING LIMITED
MY REBUILD VALUE LIMITED
MY TAX LIMITED
MY VICE LIMITED
MYKAI OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
MYKOM LIMITED
MYSTIC TREASURES LIMITED
N & L HIDE LIMITED
N MURNEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
N R SERVICES LIMITED
N & K GOLD LIMITED
NAHOON REEF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NAIDU ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NAIL INDULGENCE LIMITED
NAILED IT ART HANG LIMITED
NAILS ON RICHMOND LIMITED
NAILTECHNZ LIMITED
NAIRN SOLUTION SERVICES LIMITED
NAKI SPRINT (2016) LIMITED
NAKMAC LIMITED
NALIN & DHARMINI LIMITED
NAMASTE POINT LIMITED
NAMREH FARMING LIMITED
NAMUEDU NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
NAND BUILDING MAINTENANCE LIMITED
NANDIAN 9 LIMITED
NANI BUSINESS LIMITED
NANOCON LIMITED
NAPIER ROAD CHILDCARE PERVAN LIMITED
NAPPIES AND MORE LIMITED
NATHAN FRATER CONSULTING LIMITED
NATHAN PANEL & PAINT REPAIRS LIMITED
NATIONAL RAIL HERITAGE MUSEUM LIMITED
NATIONAL RAILWAY MUSEUM LIMITED
NATISHRED LIMITED
NATIVE TERRAIN LIMITED
NATURAL BEST LIMITED
NATURAL LAND LIMITED
NATURAL OILSSI (NZ) LIMITED
NATURAL PHARMACY LIMITED
NATURALLY GOOD FOODS LIMITED
NATURALLY ORGANIC SKINCARE LIMITED
NATURE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
NAUTICS LIMITED
NAVRAJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NAVSUKH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
NAZOUMI LIMITED
NC PAINTING LIMITED
NCS MEDIA LIMITED
NDUMUD LIMITED
NEATA PRODUCTS LIMITED
NEEDLELESS HOLDINGS LIMITED
NEESON PROPERTIES LIMITED
NELSON CITY RISK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
NELSON’S DRILL AND BLAST LIMITED
NEMAIN DEFENCE LIMITED
NESTEGG ONLINE LIMITED
NESTS HOLDINGS (2008) LIMITED
NETWEALTH LIMITED
NETWORK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
NEUMEGEN & COMPANY LIMITED
NEV CAMPBELL LIMITED
NEVILLE AND KATHY STEVENSON FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED
NEW BEE HOME LIMITED
NEW BEGINNINGS MARLBOROUGH LIMITED
NEW BEGINNINGS THERAPY LIMITED
NEW BRIGHTON ASSOCIATES LIMITED
NEW BRIGHTON HEALTH CARE LIMITED
NEW CR LIMITED
NEW EVOLUTION GROUP (NZ) LIMITED
NEW FEYARDS LIMITED
NEW HOPE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NEW LAND MOTORS TRADING LIMITED
NEW LEAF BEAUTY THERAPY LIMITED
NEW LINKER LIMITED
NEW MOON TRADING LIMITED
NEW OPTIMA LIMITED
NEW ORIENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
NEW VIEW LIMITED
NEW VISION MEDIA LIMITED
NEW WANDERERS BAR LIMITED
NEW WINDSOR LODGE LIMITED
NEW Z MEDIAWORKS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND - RUSSIA EDUCATION COMPANY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND ACCESS AND SAFETY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND DOG GROOMING TRAINING LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

NEW ZEALAND E & E HOME LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND ENERGY PLANNING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND EXPRESS SERVICE LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND FAMILY OFFICE LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND FIX LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND FRESH AIR LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND GLOBAL EDUCATION LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND HONEY SPECIALTIES LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND INDEPENDENT PATHOLOGY SERVICES LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND JEET KUNE DO LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND JOBS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND MALL LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL PARTY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL PAVILION PTY LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND NATURAL MEAT PRODUCTS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY PUBLICATION HOUSE LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND NURTURE LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND PROMISE LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TE WHAU POINT GROUP LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TRADE LINKS (MALDIVES) LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND TRUFFLE & NATURAL HERBS RESEARCH LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND WOOL EXPORTS LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND XTREME LIMITED
NEW ZEALAND-CHINA INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER LIMITED
NEWBEE CONSULTING LIMITED
NEWBRIDGE CAPITAL LIMITED
NEWCO NO.5 LIMITED
NEWINESS2018 LIMITED
NEWPORT CHOCOLATES LIMITED
NEWSOUND HEARING LIMITED
NEXT GENERATION SCAFFOLDING LIMITED
NEXT GENERATION VOICE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
NEXT LEVEL BASKETBALL LIMITED
NEXT STEP NETWORK SERVICES LIMITED
NEXUS PROJECTS LIMITED
NEXUS ROOFING LIMITED
NGA URI O MANUHAEA LIMITED
NGAHERE CONTRACTING LIMITED
NGAPUHI FOOD & BEVERAGE LIMITED
NGAURUHOE STUDIOS LIMITED
NGM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NGOI TRUSTEE CO LIMITED
NIALL RYAN LIMITED
NICHOLLS GROUP RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
NICHOLSON GRAY LIMITED
NICHOLSON-WILLIAMS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NICK SMITH RACING LIMITED
NICKABBY LIMITED
NIED STRUCTURES LIMITED
NIHAL HOMES (NZ) LIMITED
NIK KING-TURNER LIMITED
NIKITA TREHAN LIMITED
NIKKI MARIE DANCE ACADEMY LIMITED
NIKO PROPERTIES LIMITED
NIND HOLDINGS LIMITED
NINE SOLUTIONS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
NINE70 LIMITED
NINETY NINE CLOTHING IMPORTS LIMITED
NIROSHINI RECRUITMENT OCEANIA LIMITED
NIU7 CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
NIXON PARK-PT FC LIMITED
NJ PLASTER AND PAINT LIMITED
NJS CONSULTING LIMITED
NND STRAIGHT UP LIMITED
NO DOUBT INSPECTIONS LIMITED
NOBLE HOUSE WELLNESS LIMITED
NOIR CLOTHING LIMITED
NOMS LIMITED
NONI ENERGY LIMITED
NOR SOU WEST LIMITED
NORBERT COMPANY LIMITED
NORCROSS PICTORIAL CALENDARS LIMITED
NORMANBY ROAD LIMITED
NORTH AFRICAN OIL CORPORATION LIMITED
NORTH BEACH COFFEE SHED LIMITED
NORTH BIZ CONSULTING & SOLUTIONS LIMITED
NORTH CANTERBURY CLEANING LIMITED
NORTH CANTERBURY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
NORTH CITY HIAB HIRE 2016 LIMITED
NORTH END COFFEE COMPANY LIMITED
NORTH FIELD FARMS LIMITED
NORTH HARBOUR INDOOR SPORTS ARENA (2004) LIMITED
NORTH HARBOUR SEAFOODS (2006) LIMITED
NORTH JENKINS LIMITED
NORTH MEMORIALS HENDERSON LIMITED
NORTH MEMORIALS ONEHUNGA MALL LIMITED
NORTH OTAGO FENCING LIMITED
NORTH OTAGO ROOFING LIMITED
NORTH SHORE CONNECT LIMITED
NORTH WEST ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NORTHCOTE CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED
NORTHERN RATA PROPERTIES LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 178) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.100) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.105) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.106) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.107) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.109) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.110) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.121) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.13) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.39) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.40) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.41) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.81) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.82) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.86) LIMITED
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.97) LIMITED
NORTHLAND KAURI LIMITED
NORTHLAND SURPLUS BROKERS LIMITED
NORTHSHORE PLANT HIRE LIMITED
NORTHSIDE RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
NORTON RENTAL TRUST LIMITED
NOTES TO SELF LIMITED
NOURISH ME LIMITED
NOVUS MODUM LIMITED
NOW ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NOWTV LIMITED
NRS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NUCUBE LIMITED
NUEVA SOLUTIONS LIMITED
NUMBERED UP LIMITED
NUMERICAL BRASS COMPUTING LIMITED
NURSERYMENS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NUTRA FARM LIMITED
NUVIN PRIVATE LIMITED
NY&LI LIMITED
NYES INSTITUTE LIMITED
NYES SOLUTIONS LIMITED
NZ APPLIANCE AIRCONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION LIMITED
NZ ARKLOW LANE LIMITED
NZ ASHPHALT CONTRACTING LIMITED
NZ BEE HONEY LIMITED
NZ BEST QUALITY PRINT LIMITED
NZ BINDING LIMITED
NZ BLIND CLEANING.CO.NZ LIMITED
NZ CANVAS AND PRINTS LIMITED
NZ COMMODITIES EXCHANGE LIMITED
NZ COMTECH REPAIR & SERVICE LIMITED
NZ CREATIVE MARKETING PROJECTS LIMITED
NZ EARTHWORKS LIMITED
NZ FISH QUOTA BROKERS (2010) LIMITED
NZ HOME MORTGAGE LIMITED
NZ L J INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
NZ NATURAL BEEF AND LAMB RM LIMITED
NZ NOVA LIMITED
NZ PROPERTY BOOM LIMITED
NZ PROPERTY LAW LIMITED
NZ RED MISSION LIMITED
NZ ROPES LIMITED
NZ SHUNTONG EXPRESS LIMITED
NZ TAURANGA LIMITED
NZ TRADE SUPPLIES LIMITED
NZ TRAIL LIMITED
NZ WIDE TRANSPORT LIMITED
NZATA LIMITED
NZ CULTURE & INDUSTRY CENTRE LIMITED
NZD HOLDINGS TRUSTEE LIMITED
NZDAIRYFARMER LIMITED
NZI AUCKLAND SOUTHWEST LIMITED
NZI SOUTH AUCKLAND PROPERTIES LIMITED
NZLC MANAGEMENT LIMITED
NZLIVE FLEXITRAVEL LIMITED
NZLULU INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
NZQS LIMITED
NZSS LIMITED
NZTHING LIMITED
NZTP1720 LIMITED
O C CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
OAKLEY-BROWNE ASSOCIATES LIMITED
OAMARU HABIT LIMITED
OASIS BAR LIMITED
OASISOFPEACECOUNSELLING LIMITED
OBAN GLOBAL TRUSTEES LIMITED
OBEO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
OCEAN CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED
OCEAN CORPORATION LIMITED
OCEAN SPORTS MARINE LIMITED
OCEAN VIEW PROPERTIES LIMITED
OCEANDRY DRYSUITS LIMITED
OCEANIA THREE INVESTMENT LIMITED
OCEANVIEW DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
O’CONNELL STREET CAFE LIMITED
OCTAGON GROUP LIMITED
OCTOPUS’ GARDEN LIMITED
ODDSTONE HOLDINGS LIMITED
ODL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
OF THE NOSTROMO LIMITED
OFF GRID SOLAR LIMITED
OFFROAD TRUCKS NZ LIMITED
OH ME OH MY LIMITED
OHMEGA (2016) LIMITED
OIKOS RESTAURANT LIMITED
OIO SOLUTIONS LIMITED
OKAVANGO LIMITED
OKCOM LIMITED
OKE LIMITED
OKSIN (NZ) LIMITED
OLANDA TRUSTEES LIMITED
OLD FORT FOODS LIMITED
OLD LPRODUCT NZ LIMITED
OLD MACDONALDS FARM LIMITED
OLD SCHOOL CAR PARTS LIMITED
OLDFIELDS PAINT APPLICATION NZ LIMITED
OLEE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
OLIMPIA LIMITED
OLIVE 06 LIMITED
OLIVER FITNESS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
OLIVERTREE LIMITED
OLIVES TO OIL LIMITED
OLL AND PAULI KW TRUSTEE LIMITED
OLLIE OXLEY BUILDERS LIMITED
OLYMPIC GYM LIMITED
OM SAI FOODS & SPICES LIMITED
OM SAI J S M LIMITED
OMAHA BUILDERS LIMITED
OMEGA CAFE LIMITED
OMG SEYMOUR LIMITED
OMNI UNICOM LIMITED
ON ALL FLOORS QT LIMITED
ON POINT EARTHMOVERS LIMITED
ON POINT ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ON SCREEN CREATIVE LIMITED
ON SITE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ON THE DOT CONSULTING LIMITED
ON THE DOT LIMITED
ON THE RUN LIMITED
ON THE WASTE LIMITED
ONE FOR EACH HAND LIMITED
ONE STUDY LIMITED
ONE VISA (HAMILTON) LIMITED
ONEHEALTH DENTAL PARTNERS LIMITED
O'NEILL TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
ONEMANA SPA LIMITED
ONEOX NZ LIMITED
ONLINE WORLDWIDE LIMITED
OPENWAVE SYSTEMS (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
OPSEC LIMITED
OPTIMISE CONSULTANCY LIMITED
OPTIMISTIC OUTCOMES LIMITED
OPTWELL LIMITED
OREWA PANELBEATERS (2015) LIMITED
ORGANIC KITCHEN LIMITED
ORION MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED
ORION NETWORK LIMITED
ORLAW LIMITED
ORPHANS LIMITED
ORTON LIMITED
O'SHEA ELECTRICAL LIMITED
OSTEOPATHIC CARE CENTRE LIMITED
OTAHUNA NUTS LIMITED
OUMU (NZ) LIMITED
OUR BEST MANORS LIMITED
OUR NEST EGG LIMITED
OUT HOUSE LIMITED
PATEL'S WELLINGTON LIMITED
PATETONGA COUNTRY CAFE LIMITED
PATIENCE DENTAL SERVICES LIMITED
PATKOR INDUSTRIES LIMITED
PATRA FAMILIA LIMITED
PATRA FAMILIA TRUSTEE LIMITED
PATTERN PROPERTIES LIMITED
PATTERSON PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED
PATTESON TRUST LIMITED
PATTIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
PAUANUI DIAMOND ESTATE LIMITED
PAUL GARELJA PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
PAUL ROWLAND TAXI LIMITED
PAULAS COMMERCIAL LIMITED
PAULA'S PLATE LIMITED
PAULING TRUSTEES CHCH LIMITED
PAUSE FOR TEA LIMITED
PAWAR TRANSPORT LIMITED
PB & KMM LIMITED
PBST LIMITED
PC WEDDING TRUSTEE LIMITED
PCLEVER LIMITED
PCP NZ LIMITED
PDC QUEENSTOWN LIMITED
PE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
PEACE OF MIND LIMITED
PEAK FOR LIFE LIMITED
PEAK PHARMACY LIMITED
PEARL BEDDINGS LIMITED
PEART CONTRACTING LIMITED
PEART INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PEBBLE ROCK LIMITED
PEBBLEBROOK PROPERTIES LIMITED
PEBBS LIMITED
PEDMAK ENGINEERING LIMITED
PEL BURNES TRUSTEE LIMITED
PELDALVER LIMITED
PELVIC FLOOR MATTERS LIMITED
PENDARVES HOLDINGS LIMITED
PENDLETONS LIMITED
PENDRAGON CONSULTING LIMITED
PENDRAIG LIMITED
PENE HOMES LIMITED
PENINSULA MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PENS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PENZANCE PETCARE LIMITED
PEPPER KITCHEN LIMITED
PERCEPTION PICTURES LIMITED
PERCEPTION TRANSACTION SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PERFECT FOUNDATION LIMITED
PERFECT PAPER LIMITED
PERFORMANCE CAR AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
PERFUSION SOLUTIONS LIMITED
PERIHELION WINES LIMITED
PERISSEUO LIMITED
PERKINS BROTHERS BUILDERS LIMITED
PERSIAN TRUSTEE GROUP LIMITED
PESCADOR LIMITED
PET NUTRITION MANAGEMENT LIMITED
PETCH HOLDINGS LIMITED
PETER & THERESA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PETER BAILY & SON LIMITED
PETER GODBER TRANSPORT LIMITED
PETER GRIGGS CARPENTRY LIMITED

NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE
PONTCHARTRAIN TRUSTEE LIMITED
POOLBURN STONE QUARRY LIMITED
POONAH WOLF CT LIMITED
POPLARS ESTATE HOLDING LIMITED
POPORANG CATTLE LIMITED
POP’S PLUMBING LIMITED
PORIRUA PHARMACY (1986) LIMITED
POSEIDON INTERNATIONAL GROUP(NZ) LIMITED
POSTED HERE LIMITED
POWER OPTIONS NZ LIMITED
POWER STATION LIMITED
POWERBANK LIMITED
POWERCOR LIMITED
POWERHOUSE GEAR LIMITED
POWERHOUSE GYM LIMITED
POWERSHED LIMITED
POWER TOOL CENTRE GROUP GP LIMITED
POWLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PPGP 2012 LIMITED
PPSFX LIMITED
PQ MEATS LIMITED
PRABHJOT & GUNEET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PRADO DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
PRANCE INVESTMENT LIMITED
PRANIL KUMAR TAXI LIMITED
PRASAD ENTERPRISES (NZ) LIMITED
PRE RENTAL GAS INSPECTIONS LIMITED
PRE SCHOOLS PROPERTIES LIMITED
PRECISION BUILDING AND RENOVATION LIMITED
PRECISION LIGHTING LIMITED
PREMIER MASONRY LIMITED
PREMIER SKILLS LIMITED
PRENDERGAST FAMILY TRUST LIMITED
PRESCRIPTIVE PERSONAL TRAINING LIMITED
PRESIDENT’S BUSH LIMITED
PRESTIGE CORPORATE TRUSTEE TWO LIMITED
PRESTIGE CUSTOMS LIMITED
PRESTIGE NEW ZEALAND BRANDY COMPANY LIMITED
PRESTON J. HOLDINGS LIMITED
PRESTONE TRUSTEE LIMITED
PRETTY STRONG LIMITED
PRIME HOMES LIMITED
PRIME PHOTOS LIMITED
PRIMO ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PRINT MAINTENANCE LIMITED
PRISTINE RESIDENTIAL CLEANING LIMITED
PRIVATE FLIGHT GLOBAL LIMITED
PRL & ASSOCIATES CONSULTING ENGINEERS LIMITED
PRO GROOMER LIMITED
PROCEUTICS LIMITED
PROCUREMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
PRODUCT HUB LIMITED
PRODUCT LINK DISTRIBUTIONS LIMITED
PRODUCT WINDOW LIMITED
PRODUCTIVE PROMOTIONS LIMITED
PROFAM INVESTMENT LIMITED
PROFESSIONAL TECHNICIAN GROUP LIMITED
PROFILE MANAGEMENT (2006) LIMITED
PROGRAMME LIMITED
PROJECT FINANCE (2016) LIMITED
PROJECTS ON TIME LIMITED
PROLIFE LIMITED
PROMAIN SYSTEMS LIMITED
PROOFPAL LIMITED
PROPAINL LIMITED
PROPERCARE LIMITED
PROPERTY ANSWERS LIMITED
PROPERTY HOME ENHANCING LIMITED
PROPERTY LINK RENTALS LIMITED
PROPERTYLINE LIMITED
PROPERTYSAFE LIMITED
PROPERTYSAFE.ORG LIMITED
PROPEX DERIVATIVES NZ LIMITED
PRORIS GROUP LIMITED
PROSFORD TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
PROSPERITYCL LIMITED
PROTECTION PROPERTIES LIMITED
PROTCNC LIMITED
PROTOCOL SERVICES LIMITED
PROWRITE LIMITED
PRP PROPERTIES LIMITED
PSALMS CAFE LIMITED
PSC SERVICES LIMITED
PSN CONTRACTING LIMITED
PT AIR SERVICES LIMITED
PUKEKOHE PODIATRY LIMITED
PUKEKOHE TIMBER 2018 LIMITED
PUKETUI LIMITED
PULSE DIGITAL LIMITED
PUMAS CARPET CLEANERS LIMITED
PUMPKIN TRADING LIMITED
PUNA KAIMAHI LIMITED
PUNCH GROUP LIMITED
PURDIE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PURE AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PURE ATHLETIC LIMITED
PURE CRYSTAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
PURE FILTRATION LIMITED
PURE7 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
PURESSPACE LIMITED
PURGE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PURPLE KEA LIMITED
PVL TRUSTEE LIMITED
PYBUS FAMILY LIMITED
PYNE NOMINEES LIMITED
Q-ACCOUNTS LIMITED
QBIMS QUANTITY SURVEYING LIMITED
QC TRAVEL LIMITED
QCL HOLDINGS LIMITED
QF3 LIMITED
QROS LIMITED
QUAIFE VENTURES LIMITED
QUALITECH LIMITED
QUALITY CARPENTRY SOLUTIONS LIMITED
QUANTUM GROWTH LIMITED
QUANTUM GROWTH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
QUANTUM LINK LIMITED
QUANTUM(R) LIMITED
QUANTUM(R) PM LIMITED
QUANTUM(R) QS LIMITED
QUARTZ REAL ESTATE GROUP LIMITED
QUAVER ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
QUEEN STREET ADVISERS LIMITED
QUEENSBERY HONEY LIMITED
QUEENSTAR LIMITED
QUEENSTOWN HONEY COMPANY LIMITED
QUICK FIX TOOLS LIMITED
QUICKIE SERVICES LIMITED
QUIK-POST LIMITED
QUINCY’S CAFE LIMITED
QUINZ 88 LIMITED
QUIPA GP LIMITED
QUIPA HOLDINGS GP LIMITED
R & M MCKELVIE PROPERTIES LIMITED
R & R ADVENTURE OUTFITTERS LIMITED
R & R CATERING LIMITED
R & T BUILDERS LIMITED
R AND S GROUP LIMITED
R B A FARMING LIMITED
R & S COCKBURN SHARE TRUSTEE LIMITED
R H ELECTRICAL SUPPLIERS LIMITED
R J DAIRIES LIMITED
R J NORMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
R M & M E MATHEW TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
R M TIMBERWORKS LIMITED
R N TRADING CO LIMITED
R O JONES PANELBEATERS SOUTHERN LIMITED
R VINK PROPERTIES LIMITED
R W BAXTER LIMITED
R W HILL LIMITED
R&MH TRUST LIMITED
R&S AL-BATNIJI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
R&S DESIGN & DRAUGHTING LIMITED
R. E. (RAY) LINDSAY LIMITED
R.E.O. LIMITED
R.J. INVESTMENTS (2004) LIMITED
R.N.D LIMITED
RAB TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
RABBIT CREATIVE LIMITED
RABEN ENTERPRISES NZ LIMITED
RACHAEL LOUISE HOLDINGS LIMITED
RAD PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RADAR MEDIA LIMITED
RADIANCE HOLISTIC HEALTH LIMITED
RADIANT ENERGY NZ LIMITED
RAFIKI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RAGHA TRUSTEES LIMITED
RAGLAN LEATHER LIMITED
RAHO RURU ROMNEY LIMITED
RAIN OR SHINE CLEANING LIMITED
RAINBOW CULTURE EXCHANGE LIMITED
RAINBOW FRUIT (2013) LIMITED
RAINBOW MOTORS 2011 LIMITED
RAKAU TREE SERVICE LIMITED
RAKINO PROPERTIES LIMITED
RALSBERG CONSULTING LIMITED
RAMBON LIMITED
RAMDA LIMITED
RAMS BEAUTY LIMITED
RAMS SAI LIMITED
RAMSAY TRUSTEE LIMITED
RANCON LIMITED
RANDALL CUSTODIANS LIMITED
RANFREE LIMITED
RANGERS PARK LIMITED
RANGITOTO LIMITED
RANGITOTO PROTEIN LIMITED
RANGOON HOUSE LIMITED
RAO AS CONSULTING LIMITED
RAPID RENOVATIONS LIMITED
RAS PORTFOLIO LIMITED
RASCORP TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
RATA HILL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RATEPAYERS PARTY LIMITED
RATTLESNAKE MEDIA LIMITED
RAVENSWOOD RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
RAVIMANN LIMITED
RAVRA HOSPITALITY LIMITED
RAW DANCE LIMITED
RAW MOTORWORX LIMITED
RAY & GAEL GARRETT LIMITED
RAY GARNETT EXPORTS PACIFIC LIMITED
RAY GARRATTS TYRES (2009) LIMITED
RAYDEN DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
RAZORSHARP PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED
RBK HOLDINGS LIMITED
RD FOODS LIMITED
RD HOSPITALITY LIMITED
RDDC PRIVATE LIMITED
REACH LIMITED
REDETREE LIMITED
REAL DREAMS LIMITED
REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
REAL ESTATE SYSTEMS LIMITED
REAL LIFE FIRST AID LIMITED
REAL MEALS LIMITED
REAL PEOPLE LIMITED
REBECCA SMITH LIMITED
RED & BLUE LIMITED
RED 88 LIMITED
RED CRAB LIMITED
RED HILL HOLDINGS LIMITED
RED LEAF WINERY LIMITED
RED ROSE GLASS LIMITED
RED SEA CAFE LIMITED
REDDISH PROPERTIES LIMITED
REDDY EARTHWORKS LIMITED
REDFERN FREIGHT EXPRESS LIMITED
REDNIGHT SKY LIMITED
REDS BOBCAT LIMITED
REDSCO LIMITED
REDSON ENTERPRISE LIMITED
REGULUS GROUP LIMITED
REIHARANGI FARM LIMITED
REINECKE MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
REIZ GROUP LIMITED
REKKIES LIMITED
RELIES AIRCONDITIONING LIMITED
RELIABLE ENERGY LIMITED
RELIANT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
REMY OUTSOURCE SERVICES LIMITED
RENNINGCI LIMITED
RENT MANIA LIMITED
RENT TO OWN CAR LIMITED
RESIDENCE DU LAC LIMITED
RESIDENTIAL SOLUTION SPECIALISTS LIMITED
RESOLVE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RETAIIT LIMITED
REUNION PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
REVIR HOLDINGS LIMITED
REYNOLDS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RFEASTFT TRUSTEE LIMITED
RG ENTERPRISES LIMITED
RH & NG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RHL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
RIAR LIMITED
SAPPHIRE WELLS LIMITED
SARAH KIRKPATRICK CREATIVES LIMITED
SARAH RILEY DESIGNS LIMITED
SARGENT 1975 LIMITED
SARI LIMITED
SARWAR BROS LIMITED
SASS LIMITED
SASSYCHIC LIMITED
SASYNZ LIMITED
SAT KARTAR FOODS LIMITED
SAT KARTAR VIDEO IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SATELLITE HOMES LIMITED
SATHERLEY & HU LIMITED
SATIC & LACE LIMITED
SATNAM TRUCKING LIMITED
SATURN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SAUNDERS & SON LIMITED
SAVANAKI TRUSTEE LIMITED
SAVE & DIRECT LIMITED
SAV MONEY LIMITED
SAVITUR TRADING LIMITED
SAVNZ LIMITED
SB MEDIA LIMITED
SCAFLINK SCAFFOLDING LIMITED
SCARY POSSUM LIMITED
SCB HOLDINGS LIMITED
SCHIPPER'S BEER LIMITED
SCHNITZEL LIMITED
SCHNURER TRADING LIMITED
SCHOUTEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SCIASCIA DANCE CONCEPTS LIMITED
SCISSOR SOUND LIMITED
SCOOB CREW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SCOTSWOOD LIMITED
SCRACH PROPERTIES LIMITED
SCRIVENER CONSULTING LIMITED
SCURB LIMITED
SEA LIFE LIMITED
SEAMOSS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SEAN MITTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SEAN'S PLUMBING & GAS SERVICES 2013 LIMITED
SEAPoint PROPERTIES LIMITED
SEATON PROPERTIES LIMITED
SEAWIND CONSULTANCY LIMITED
SECURITY FENCES 1979 LIMITED
SEDDON INTERIORS LIMITED
SEEKER SIX LIMITED
SEETHE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
SEH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SELLS ITSELF WHANGAREI LIMITED
SEMEL Limited
SENIOR MOVE MANAGERS HOLDINGS LIMITED
SENIOR TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
SENSE AND SPACE LIMITED
SENSE3 LIMITED
SENSEBAGS LIMITED
SENSORY JOURNEY LIMITED
Seren INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SERI AMAL EDUCARE LIMITED
SERVICED OUTSOURCED SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED
SET IN STONE LIMITED
SEVEN HEPARA LIMITED
SEVEN SELBOURNE LIMITED
SEVEN STAR SERVICES LIMITED
SEVENS AUTO TRADERS LIMITED
SEVENTH THE LABEL LIMITED
SEW IN SYNC LIMITED
SGG NOMINEES LIMITED
SH & W & SH LIMITED
SH TRUSTEE SERVICES (WANG & MO) LIMITED
SHA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SHAAR CONSULTING LIMITED
SHAH AND MALL LIMITED
SHAKAS MARKET LIMITED
SHAKY BRIDGE ESTATE LIMITED
SHAMROCK SPORTS CLUB LIMITED
SHARE LAND NZ LIMITED
SHARELLA HOLDINGS LIMITED
SHARK BAIT LIMITED
SHARK EXPERIENCE TRUSTEES LIMITED
SHARPEN UP NZ LIMITED
SHARPES GRAIN & SEEDS (2005) LIMITED
SHARPREADY LIMITED
SHC AND SONS NZ LIMITED
SHED24 RAETIHI LIMITED
SHELLY BEACH AGED CARE SERVICES LIMITED
SHELSTON IP (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
SHELTERMASTER LIMITED
SHEMU LIMITED
SHEN SERVICE LIMITED
SHENFU TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
SHIFT IT HOMES LIMITED
SHINGAR EMPORIUM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SHIPLEY INDUSTRIES (NZ) LIMITED
SHISHALAND LIMITED
SHI & SALVINA CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED
SHIVA ONLINE LIMITED
SHIVALAYA LIMITED
SHIVOM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SHMUEL’S JEWDOM LIMITED
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES (NZ) LIMITED
SHOOTINGSTARS MUSIC LIMITED
SHORTBREAD COTTAGE LIMITED
SHOT GIRLS LIMITED
SHREE OHM SAI LIMITED
SHREE RAM TRADING LIMITED
SHREYA VENTURES LIMITED
SHRI BALAJI PVT LIMITED
SHRI SAI RAM TRADING LIMITED
SHRIMPTON RADCLIFFE DESIGN LIMITED
SHRINATHJI LIMITED
SHRINIDHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SHRINK-KINGS LIMITED
SHUKOS COMPONENTS LIMITED
SHUQIANG TRUSTEE LIMITED
SIAND ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SIDHU ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
SIERRA PROPERTIES LIMITED
SIGN MAX 2015 LIMITED
SIGNPRINT NZ 2010 LIMITED
SIHI HANDCRAFT LIMITED
SIL LIMITED
SILA PAINTERS LIMITED
SILVER BULLET LIMITED
SILVER FERN BOWTIE LIMITED
SILVER KRIS PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
SILVER TRUSTEE LIMITED
SILVERFERN RECRUITMENT LIMITED
SILVERSTRIPE TRUSTEE LIMITED
SILVERTONE LIMITED
SIMKO SOLAR HOMES LIMITED
SIMMONS INVESTMENTS (2015) LIMITED
SIMON ELLICE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SIMPLEX CONSULTING LIMITED
SIMPLEXITY LIMITED
SIMPLY BALMY LIMITED
SIMPLY CLEVER TOYS 2016 LIMITED
SIMPLY TRUSTEES LIMITED
SIMPLY TRUSTEES ONE LIMITED
SINGH AND PURANIKS LIMITED
SINGHS COURIER SERVICES WELLINGTON LIMITED
SISIS LIMITED
SIVA GROUPS LIMITED
SIXTOSIX LIMITED
SJ CHIROPRACTIC LIMITED
SJ WONG HEALTHCARE LIMITED
SJF TRUSTEES LIMITED
SK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SKJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SK DECORATORS LIMITED
SKENE BUILDERS LIMITED
SKINNER TRUSTEES NO.1 LIMITED
SKISIX LIMITED
SKY PEACE HOLDING LIMITED
SKYLINE AUTOMOTIVE PANEL REPAIRS COMPANY LIMITED
SKYWEST AVIATION LIMITED
SLA TRUSTEES (2013) LIMITED
SLALS LIMITED
SLAM AND FLETCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SLEEPING TIGER LIMITED
SLENDER LIMITED
SLOTHER LIMITED
SM CLEAR WATER CONSULTING LIMITED
SM TECH LIMITED
SMALL LOT HOMES LIMITED
SMALL STEPS COMPUTING LIMITED
SMART ALEX LIMITED
SMART CENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
SMART GARDEN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
SMART PC INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SMART PEOPLE LIMITED
SMARTCRETE HOLDINGS LIMITED
SMARTCRETE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SMARTISAN SERVICE LIMITED
SMEATH SISTERS ADVENTURE LIMITED
SMILE RETAILS (2013) LIMITED
SMILE RETAILS (2014) LIMITED
SMILE RETAILS LIMITED
SMILEMAN COMMERCIAL LIMITED
SMITE LIMITED
SMITHIES LIMITED
SMOKED EGGS ON THE MOVE LIMITED
SMOOTH ECOMM TRADING LIMITED
SMOOTH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SMYTHES RD PIGGERIES LIMITED
SNACK LIMITED
SNAP AWAY NZ LIMITED
SNAPPER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SNB PROPERTY LIMITED
SNEAK OUT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
SNJ TRADING LIMITED
SNMP LIMITED
SNOW & BASS LIMITED
SNOWDON PROPERTY LIMITED
SOAR BUSINESS SUPPORT CENTRE LIMITED
SOBELCO LIMITED
SOCIAL BOOST LIMITED
SOCIAL CAP-ITAL LIMITED
SOCIAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
SOCIO LIMITED
SODA GROUP LIMITED
SOFIFI LIMITED
SOFT ROCK LIMITED
SOFTWASH NZ LIMITED
SOHO 23 LIMITED
SOLA VIRTUS LIMITED
SOLAR POWERED AIRSHIP COMPANY LIMITED
SOLARNETWORK FOUNDATION LIMITED
SOLEIL HOLDINGS LIMITED
SOLOMON LEASING LIMITED
SOLUS TRUSTEES NO. 1 LIMITED
SOLUTION MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
SOLUTIONSOFT LIMITED
SOMERSET LIMITED
SOM’S COFFEE LIMITED
SONG & CHEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & SERVICES LIMITED
SONGS OF SOLOMON LIMITED
SONJIA CAMPBELL’S HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED
SOOMAL LIMITED
SOPEARTREA & MAO CHHUN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SOULISTA AOTEAROA LIMITED
SOURCE CODE IT CONSULTING LIMITED
SOUTH 20 LIMITED
SOUTH CANTERBURY TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED
SOUTH ISLAND LIVESTOCK (2015) LIMITED
SOUTH ISLAND POOL ASSOCIATION LIMITED
SOUTH PACIFIC RESOURCE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SOUTH W 01 LIMITED
SOUTHALL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SERVICES 2013 LIMITED
SOUTHERN ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED
SOUTHERN EXTREME PRODUCTS LIMITED
SOUTHERN FORESTRY CONTRACTORS LIMITED
SOUTHERN LAKES HIRE LIMITED
SOUTHERN NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL SERVICES LIMITED
SOUTHERN PRECISION SPRAYING LIMITED
SOUTHERN SAFARI LIMITED
SOUTHSHORE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
SP PROPERTY LIMITED
SPA DELUXE LIMITED
SPANKIES MAINTENANCE & FABRICATION SERVICES LIMITED
SPARK IT UP ELECTRICAL LIMITED
SPARKING FUSION LIMITED
SPARKLING CLEANING LIMITED
SPARTAN PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
SPATIAL CONCEPTS LIMITED
SPEAKERPHONE LIMITED
SPECIAL T DISCOUNTER LIMITED
SPECIALIST ARCHITECTURAL INSTALLATIONS LIMITED
SPECTRUM IMMIGRATION LIMITED
SPEEDMAGNET LIMITED
SPICK N SPAN WLG LIMITED
SPILT MILK LIMITED
SPIRALIS LIMITED
SPIT ’N’ POLISH CLEANING LIMITED
SPASH CONTRACTING LIMITED
SPONTANEOUS MARKETING CONCEPTS LIMITED
SPORT DINGHYS LIMITED
SPORTSMANS LODGE LIMITED
SPORTSWORLD MORNINGSVILLE (2012) LIMITED
SPRATS PR & DESIGN COMPANY LIMITED
SPRING PROPERTY MANAGEMENT QT LIMITED
SPRINGCOMBE LEASING CO., LIMITED
SPRINGERFROST LIMITED
SPRINGFIELD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
SPRINGFIELD NO 1 LIMITED
SPRINGMOUNT HOLDINGS LIMITED
SPRINGS PROPERTY LIMITED
SPROUT CONSULTING LIMITED
SQIRCLE LIMITED
SQUILLY LIMITED
SR CLEANING LIMITED
SR INDIAN FOODS PVT LIMITED
SRP CONSULTING LIMITED
SS INDUCTIONS NZ LIMITED
SS.SONG LIMITED
SSH CUISINE LIMITED
SSK FREIGHT LIMITED
ST ANDREWS PARK (QUEENSTOWN) LIMITED
ST CLAIR STUDIO
ST LAURENCE SECURITIES LIMITED
ST LIFESTYLE LIMITED
ST LUKES PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED
ST MARKS CLINIC LIMITED
ST MARKS DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
ST MARKS DEVELOPMENT NO 2 LIMITED
ST MARKS GROUP LIMITED
ST MARKS LIMITED
ST MARKS VEIN CLINIC LIMITED
ST MARKS WOMANS HEALTH (REMUERA) LIMITED
ST MARY’S INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ST MARYS TRUST LIMITED
STAAVIA LIMITED
STACKMAN FITNESS LIMITED
STAG POINT LIMITED
STAGS (2007) LIMITED
STAITHES DRIVE NORTH LIMITED
STALLARD LAW TRUSTEE NO 6 LIMITED
STANCORP PROPERTIES LIMITED
STANDARD 180 LIMITED
STANICICH TRUSTEE LIMITED
STAPLE HQ NZ LIMITED
STARLIGHT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
STATESMEN TRADING LIMITED
STEAM AGE GROUP LIMITED
STEEL & CUTTING CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED
STEEL SPARKS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
STEELE ENTERPRISES HOLDINGS LIMITED
STEMAN FURNITURE LIMITED
STENNING GROUP LIMITED
STENT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
STEPTOE & SON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
STERLING ENTERPRISES LIMITED
STEVE SHABAN LIMITED
STEVENBRYAN LIMITED
STEVLEIGH LIMITED
STEWARD MOTOR SPORTS EUROPEAN LIMITED
STICKY SIGN INSTALLATION LIMITED
STILLWATER LUMBER LIMITED
STJA MATTHEWS LIMITED
STOCK PROS LIMITED
STONERIDGE FARMS LIMITED
STONE-WORKS NORTHLAND LIMITED
STONIER INVESTMENT LIMITED
STORGIKOS LIMITED
STORM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
STORM SYSTEMS LIMITED
STRAIGHTLINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
STRANGERS COLLECTIVE LIMITED
STRATEGIC ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
STRATEGIC FOCUS RESEARCH SOLUTIONS LIMITED
STRATEGIC NOMINEES AUSTRALIA LIMITED
STRATHMORE VINEYARDS LIMITED
STRAWBERRY FIELDS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
STRONG INFORMATION SERVICES LIMITED
STRONTIAN LIMITED
STRUCTURAL REPAIR CENTRE LIMITED
STRUCTURED FOR SUCCESS LIMITED
STUALBA LIMITED
STUART HARVEY LIMITED
STUDENT - AIR LIMITED
STUDENT RENTALS (BOP) LIMITED
STUDIO 73 LIMITED
STUDIO RED LIMITED
STUR-DEE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
SUBAROO AUTO SPARES (2018) LIMITED
SUBITIS CARE LIMITED
SUBRADIUS LIMITED
SUBURBAN EARTHWORKS LIMITED
SUCCESS MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SUCCULENT PRODUCTS LIMITED
SUITE PUBLISHING LIMITED
SUJ LIMITED
SUKH & JASS TRANSPORT LIMITED
SUMICHI GROUP LIMITED
SUMMERFIELD HIRE LIMITED
SUMORETHME LIMITED
SUN SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
SUNCREST ORCHARD LIMITED
SUNFLOWER MANAGEMENT LIMITED
SUNI TRANSPORT LIMITED
SUNITA INVESTMENT LIMITED
SUNNY SUNNY LIMITED
SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA AND CULTURE COMMUNICATION CO. LIMITED
SUNSTYLE LIMITED
SUPER GUIDES LIMITED
SUPER TANK JUICE LIMITED
SUPER V2 LIMITED
SUPER VINYL (NZ) LIMITED
SUPERGIRL LIMITED
SUPERIOR INTERIOR PLASTERING LIMITED
SUPERNOLIK LIMITED
SUPERSIDES LIMITED
SUPERVALUE SUMNER LIMITED
SUPERWOMAN LIMITED
SUPPLEMENT STOP LIMITED
SUPRINA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SURECHAIN GROUP LIMITED
SUSHI DOJO LIMITED
SUSHI KIM LIMITED
SUSHI TODAY LIMITED
SUSSED LIMITED
SUT CONSULTANT QS LIMITED
SUTHERLAND FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED
TELCO NETWORK LIMITED
TELETRONICS LIMITED
TEN SEVENTY PROPERTY LIMITED
TEN10 LIMITED
TENA KOE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
TENNISON LIMITED
TENNISON NETWORKS LIMITED
TERENDAK HOLDINGS LIMITED
TERRIGAL TRUSTEE LIMITED
TERRINE COMPANY LIMITED
TEZA PROJECTS LIMITED
TF MATES LIMITED
TGR CAPITAL LIMITED
THAI SIKET OVERSEAS GROUP LIMITED
THAIGIS LIMITED
THAKURDAS TRUSTEES LIMITED
THE 6D GROUP LIMITED
THE ACADEMY OF CONSTRUCTING EXCELLENCE (NZ) LIMITED
THE ALC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
THE ALCHEMY LIMITED
THE ATHLETE FOOD COMPANY LIMITED
THE BARNARD ORGANISATION: SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED
THE BEARDED PARSON LIMITED
THE BEAST LIMITED
THE BLACK SHED AND LITTLE RED LIMITED
THE BLOOM THEORY LIMITED
THE BOILED EGG & SOLDIERS LIMITED
THE BRIDAL DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
THE BUCOLIC LIMITED
THE CLEAN LOWER HUTT LIMITED
THE CONFECTIONERY COLLECTION LIMITED
THE CONVERSATION CATALYST LIMITED
THE CORPORATE PANTRY LIMITED
THE CRAFTED BOTTLE CO LIMITED
THE CRATE 2018 LIMITED
THE CURATOR LIMITED
THE DARFIELD COFFEE COMPANY LIMITED
THE DE BURGH FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED
THE ELTHAM PLANT HIRE COMPANY LIMITED
THE ESPRESSO BOY LIMITED
THE ETHOS ATTITUDE LIMITED
THE EVEREST 2017 LIMITED
THE FAR EAST FLYING COMPANY LIMITED
THE FETISH FACTORY LIMITED
THE FOCUS COLLECTIVE LIMITED
THE FOOT SPECIALIST CENTRE(NZ) LIMITED
THE FORTUNE 94 TRUSTEE LIMITED
THE GLASSHOUSE ON VICTORIA LIMITED
THE GOOD LIFE WHAKATANE LIMITED
THE GOOD MUSIC LIMITED
THE GOOD STORE LIMITED
THE GRANGE DEVELOPMENT (NZ) LIMITED
THE GREAT NZ PROPERTY COMPANY LIMITED
THE GROVE INTERNATIONAL MARKETING LIMITED
THE HIGHCAR TRUSTEE PROJECT LIMITED
THE HOLDING COMPANY (2010) LIMITED
THE HOME TEAM CANTERBURY LIMITED
THE HOT WAFEL LIMITED
THE INNOVATION COMPANY LIMITED
THE KINDNESS PROJECT LIMITED
THE KING FAMILY TRUSTEES 2018 LIMITED
THE KIWIR CLEANING CO LIMITED
THE LEGAL HOUSE TRUSTEES NO 10 LIMITED
THE LIFESTYLE CO. LIMITED
THE LIST LADY LIMITED
THE LIST.CO.NZ LIMITED
THE LITTLE BIG TREE COMPANY LIMITED
THE LOCAL WINDSCREEN LIMITED
THE LONOURS CLUB LIMITED
THE LUNIKO GROUP LIMITED
THE MACS PROPERTY NZ LIMITED
THE MARKETING COMPANY LIMITED
THE MURRAYS BAY LIMITED
THE NATURAL ENZYMES COMPANY LIMITED
THE NZ NATURAL TIMBER CO LIMITED
THE OLD SADDLERY CAFE AND TEARROOMS LIMITED
THE ORGANIC FOOD SHOP LIMITED
THE OVEN CLEANING COMPANY (AUCKLAND) LIMITED
THE PAPER TEAPOT LIMITED
THE PERFECT FRUIT COMPANY LIMITED
THE PICKLE JUICE COMPANY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
THE POOL DOCTOR LIMITED
THE PRIMROSE GROUP LIMITED
THE PROTECTOR WAIKATO LIMITED
THE PUFFING DRAGON LIMITED
THE QUEEN OF CLEAN LIMITED
THE RED POPSICLE LIMITED
THE RICHARD COMPANY LIMITED
THE SALVAGE COMPANY LIMITED
THE SHEARING SHED HAIR DESIGN LIMITED
THE SPRINGS LIMITED
THE STEAMING WEINER LIMITED
THE SWIM STORE LIMITED
THE TERRACE TIMARU LIMITED
THE TIMBAZU COMPANY LIMITED
THE TRADITIONAL WAY LIMITED
THE TUCK SHOP LIMITED
THE VAN DER VVVER ORGANIZATION LIMITED
THE WALLFLOWER COLLECTIVE LIMITED
THE WEALTH LAB LIMITED
THE WHANAU ORA COMMUNITY CLINIC HUAKINA LIMITED
THE WILD MARSHES LIMITED
THE WINE FERRET LIMITED
THE WORD FOX LIMITED
THE XO LIMITED
THE YOGA BOX LIMITED
THECA GROUP LIMITED
THEE GIFT SPACE LIMITED
THEORY LIQUIDS NZ LIMITED
THICK AS THIEVES LIMITED
THIRD CREW MUSIC PRODUCTION LIMITED
THINK PRINT LIMITED
THINK PROGRAM LIMITED
THINKSAFENZ LIMITED
THIRD-PERSON SYSTEMS LIMITED
THISTLE RENTALS LIMITED
THOMAS CO LIMITED
THOMAS COSTELLO BUILDERS LIMITED
THOMAS PROPERTIES SERVICES LIMITED
THOMSON SQUARED LIMITED
THR33 TRIB3S LIMITED
THREE CHICAS LIMITED
THREE HAPPY MONKEYS LIMITED
THREE IN ONE BROTHERHOOD LIMITED
THREE KINGS SUPPLIES LIMITED
THREE LIN LIMITED
THRIVE HR LIMITED
TI AMO LIMITED
TI KOUKA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
TIDAL POWER NZ LIMITED
TIEKI LIMITED
TIFFIN BOX LIMITED
TILE HEAVEN LIMITED
TILE SMART LIMITED
TIM BARNETT REALTY LIMITED
TIME & MOTION LIMITED
TIME OUT 2014 LIMITED
TIMEOUT TOURS LIMITED
TIMRUTH MUSIC LIMITED
TIN DOG COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
TINKA TAYLA LIMITED
TINKABELLS LIMITED
TINKER TIGER LIMITED
TINKY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TINO ATAAHUA LIMITED
TINY FOOTPRINT LIMITED
TINY HOUSE NZ 2018 LIMITED
TINY WONDERS EARLY LEARNING CENTRE LIMITED
TIP TOP AUTO LIMITED
TIPPETTS EXPERT GARDEN SERVICES LIMITED
TIPU AKE LIMITED
TITANO ACCORDIONS NZ LIMITED
TJ HAMMER LIMITED
TM RACING LIMITED
TMI FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
TNR SYSTEM LIMITED
TNT INC LIMITED
TOA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
TOAST BOX FOOD TRADING LIMITED
TOBEM LIMITED
TODHEW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TOI MATA LIMITED
TOI TANGATA LIMITED
TOI TOI ORCHARDS LIMITED
TOKI MANAWA LIMITED
TOKOTORU TAMARIKI TRUSTEE LIMITED
TOKYO CAFE LIMITED
TOKYO EXPRESS ALBANY LIMITED
TOLLAN MECHANICAL LIMITED
TOM BATTRICK MARINE CONSULTANCY LIMITED
TOM O’SULLIVAN CONSULTING NZ LIMITED
TOM RAE LIMITED
TOMORROWLAND TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
TOMPKINS WAKE TRUSTEES 2015 LIMITED
TOMPKINS WAKE TRUSTEES BROOKVIEW LIMITED
TONANA NUTRITION LIMITED
TONES LIMITED
TOOTING TOWERS LIMITED
TOP COAT STOPPERS LIMITED
TOP NOTCH TREECARE LIMITED
TOP NOTE LIFESTYLE LIMITED
TOP PINE LIMITED
TOP.F QUALITY CONCRETE LIMITED
TOPDOC LIMITED
TOPFARMS LIMITED
TOPSELLERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
TORCHBEARERS EDUCATION LIMITED
TORQUE FITNESS LIMITED
TORU CONSULTANCY LIMITED
TORU PROPERTIES LIMITED
TOTAL BEAUTY CLINIC LIMITED
TOTAL CEILING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
TOTAL DRIVE LIMITED
TOTARA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
TOUCH INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
TOUCH MEDIA LIMITED
TOUCH UP GUYS NAPIER LIMITED
TOUGHGUARD CANTERBURY LIMITED
TOURISMENZ LIMITED
TOWERS ENTERPRISES 2018 LIMITED
TOWN AND AROUND RUBBISH LIMITED
TRACY ISLAND PROPERTIES LIMITED
TRADE ASIA (2013) LIMITED
TRADEFOG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
TRADIE ACCOUNTS LIMITED
TRADITIONAL CATERING LIMITED
TRADITIONAL CORNISH FOODS LIMITED
TRANQUILITY BEAUTY AND HAIR SALON LIMITED
TRANQUILITY FUNERAL SERVICES LIMITED
TRANSFORM NUTRITION LIMITED
TRAVELSAFENZ LIMITED
TRAVERSE CONSULTING LIMITED
TRAWLER FRESH LIMITED
TRE BAMBINI LIMITED
TREC LIMITED
TREDU LIMITED
TREE.HEDGE.EDGE. SPECIALIST LIMITED
TREES AND STUMPS R US LIMITED
TREVALJAS LIMITED
TREVOR CHURCH LIMITED
TRF LIMITED
TRIDENT PRODUCTS LIMITED
TRIGGER LIMITED
TRIGON SUPPLIERS LIMITED
TRINITY PIXELS LIMITED
TRISTAR LEISURE & AMUSEMENTS LIMITED
TRI-TOOLS INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED
TRONNIX ENGINEERING LIMITED
TROPEN HOLDINGS LIMITED
TROPHY KEY & COBBLE LIMITED
TROPICAL INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED
TROSTIN COMPANY LIMITED
TROTTERS NURSERIES (2007) LIMITED
TROUBADOUR LIMITED
TROVA LIMITED
TROY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TROY VENTURES LIMITED
TRUCKLOAD TRANSPORT LIMITED
TRUE NORTH ALLIANCE LIMITED
TRUEBLUE MARKETING LIMITED
TRUGREEN LIMITED
TRUMP CARD 2016 LIMITED
TRUSTEE 1008-3750 LIMITED
TRUSTEE 1110-4793 LIMITED
TRUSTEE 606-3003 LIMITED
TRUSTEE ADVISORS NO. 12 LIMITED
TRUSTEE SERVICE NO. 18 LIMITED
TRUSTEE SERVICE NO. 96 LIMITED
TRUSTY FROG LIMITED
TRYLAK AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
TRYZUB HOLDINGS LIMITED
TSANG ENTERPRISES LIMITED
TSCP HOLDINGS LIMITED
TSH STRUCTURES LIMITED
TSSCSDK LIMITED
TT SERVICE & CONSULTANT LIMITED
TT VENTURES LIMITED
TTD LIMITED
TUAM MANAGEMENT LIMITED
TUATAPERE INVERCARGILL FREIGHT SERVICE LIMITED
TUATARA CAFE LIMITED
TUCKER TRUCK LIMITED
TUI TEKA EQUINE HORSEMANSHIP LIMITED
TUIONO FAMILY LIMITED
TUISH CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
TUITYE CONTRACTING LIMITED
TUKIME LIMITED
TUNDRA LIMITED
TURANGI BUILDING SUPPLIES LIMITED
TURUA TRUSTEE LIMITED
TUSCANY CREATIONS LIMITED
TWIN CHIMNEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
TWO CREATIVE DESIGN LIMITED
TWO EASY RESIDENTIAL LIMITED
TWO HANDS LIMITED
TWO MOONS LIMITED
TWO PLY SI LIMITED
TWO SEASONS LIMITED
TWO TEASPOONS LIMITED
TWOARDS LIMITED
TWW PROPERTIES LIMITED
TYCY LIMITED
TYLER YE TRUSTEE LIMITED
TYRAH & ALY LIMITED
TYRION HOLDINGS LIMITED
TZ AUCKLAND LIMITED
U.FOND LIMITED
U1 NUTRITION LIMITED
UBUY RESOURCE LIMITED
UD TESTS LIMITED
UES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
UGLY DUCKLING TRADING LIMITED
ULB1 LIMITED
ULITE NZ LIMITED
ULTIM8 HEALTH LIMITED
ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENTS NZ LIMITED
ULTIMATE HELICOPTERS (NZ) LIMITED
ULTRA SKIFF (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
UMA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
UMR1 LIMITED
UMU ROCK LIMITED
UNATURE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
UNBREAKABLE FIGHTWEAR LIMITED
UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICES LIMITED
UNDERLAYS DIRECT LIMITED
UNDERWOOD FOUNDATIONS LIMITED
UNION RECRUITMENT LIMITED
UNIQUE LIFE LIMITED
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED
UNISOL TRUSTEE LIMITED
UNIT 28 THE RESIDENCE LIMITED
UNITED KITCHEN LIMITED
UNIVERSAL GRAYSON LIMITED
UNIVERSAL JET AVIATION LIMITED
UNIVEST INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
UNO PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
UPHOME LIMITED
UPIX LIMITED
UPRISE BUILDERS LIMITED
URBAN BUILDING PRODUCTS LIMITED
URBAN PROPERTIES LIMITED
URBAN-1 CONSTRUCTION (2018) LIMITED
USAR WELLESLEY STREET LIMITED
USAVE DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
USURIA LIMITED
V & T CIVIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
V CHAVDA SOLUTIONS LIMITED
V I R ELECTRICAL LIMITED
V M DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
V I P WHEEL & TYRE LIMITED
V K &SON TRADING LIMITED
VAILA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VALEN (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
VALHALLA CAPITAL LIMITED
VALIDATE GLOBAL LIMITED
VALLANCE FABRICS N.Z. LIMITED
VAL’S WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
VALUE MY CAR LIMITED
VAN ROOY TRUST HOLDINGS LIMITED
VANCO LIMITED
VAPLAYTION LIMITED
VAPOUR SEAL LIMITED
VARIETY PRODUCTS N.Z. LIMITED
VAST TRAVEL LIMITED
VASUDEVA AND VASUNDHARA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VAUXHALL PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
VAW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VAW INVESTMENTS NO. 2 LIMITED
VAYCAY TRADING LIMITED
VEER HOLDINGS LIMITED
VEE’S SHEARING SERVICES LIMITED
VEHICLE SECURITY PROFESSIONALS LIMITED
VELVET EVENTS & MARKETING LIMITED
VER EDUCATION CONSULTANCY LIMITED
VERDE FOREST INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VERITAS (2015) NO. 2 LIMITED
VERTICAL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
VETS NZ LIMITED
VG PROJECTS & CONSULTANTS LIMITED
VH LIMITED
VIABLY LIMITED
VICA BEAUTY SPA LIMITED
VICKERMAN MEDICAL LIMITED
VICTORIA CURLETT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED
VICTORIA PARK LEASING LIMITED
VIDEO GEL LIMITED
VIE LIMITED
VIET HOUSE TAUPO LIMITED
VILLA LIMITED
VINCENT AVIATION INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
VINKIM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VINS SOPHORA LIMITED
VINTAGE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
VIPUL BHATNAGAR LIMITED
VIRK NZ LIMITED
VIRK TRANSPORT NZ LIMITED
VIRTUE PROPERTIES (2015) LIMITED
VIRTUE5 INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
VIRTUS CIRCLE LIMITED
VI-SAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
VISHNU HOLDINGS LIMITED
VISION BUILDERS NORTHLAND LIMITED
VISION FORESTRY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
VISIONARY LIGHTING LIMITED
VISIONPOINT GLOBAL LIMITED
VISOR DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
VISUAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
VISUAL FEAST LIMITED
VITA DIET NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
VITALGUARD SUPPLEMENT LIMITED
VITY LIMITED
VIVE LIMITED
VIVI AUTOS PANEL & PAINT LIMITED
VIVID PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LIMITED
VJB PROPERTIES LIMITED
VKP ENTERPRISES LIMITED
VOGUE LANDSCAPES LIMITED
VOLUMEX HOLDINGS LIMITED
VORTEX DESIGN AND BUILD LIMITED
VP ENTERPRISES LIMITED
VSDM TRUSTEES LIMITED
W & C COMPANY LIMITED
W & L INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION LIMITED
W AND M HAYWARD LIMITED
W S HIRE LIMITED
W. 16 GP LIMITED
W.K. & M.J. FLEXMAN (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
WACK-A-BACK 17 LIMITED
WAGHORN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
WAHANGA LIMITED
WAHID FAMILY FARM LIMITED
WAI PARAKORA LIMITED
WAIAKE HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAIAKE LIMITED
WAIAKI IMPORTS LIMITED
WAIAU BAY HAULAGE LIMITED
WAIHEKE ISLAND JET SKI TOURS LIMITED
WAIHEKE ISLAND MOTEL LIMITED
WAIKATO ACTION TOURS LIMITED
WAIKATO CAR CLINIC LIMITED
WAIKATO THEATRE OPERATING COMPANY LIMITED
WAIKATO TRACTOR DISMANTLERS LIMITED
WAIKOHATU ENTERPRISES LIMITED
WAIMARAMA TRUSTEES LIMITED
WAIMARIA PROPERTY LIMITED
WAIMARIE ESTATE LIMITED
WAIMERE LIMITED
WAIORA R & D LIMITED
WAIRARAPA QUAD ADVENTURES LIMITED
WAIROA CONSULTING LIMITED
WAITHUNA MINING LIMITED
WAITAK IW1 LIMITED
WAITAPU CONTRACTING LIMITED
WAITAPU TRUSTEE LIMITED
WAKAPATU HOLDINGS LIMITED
WAKEHAM & STRACHAN LIMITED
WAKELIN INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED
WALLACE EVENTS LIMITED
WALLNUTS LIMITED
 WALNUT DEVELOPERS LIMITED
 WALNUT PROPERTIES LIMITED
 WALTEx INDUSTRIES LIMITED
 WAN HONG LIMITED
 WANAKA GREENWASTE LIMITED
 WANGAPEKA DOWNS LIMITED
 WARD PROPERTIES LIMITED
 WARM AND COZY FIREWOOD LIMITED
 WARREN PROPERTIES (1989) LIMITED
WARRINGTON INCOME INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WARU INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WASP LIMITED
WATER ZONE LIMITED
WATERBLAST TAUPO LIMITED
WATERFLOW TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
WATERLOO LIMITED
WATERMAN CONTRACTING LIMITED
WATSONS CONSULTING LIMITED
WAXYWRAPS LIMITED
WAYNE EDWARDS GARDEN & PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED
WAYNE THOMAS ELECTRICAL LIMITED
WE ARE NOT LIMITED
WE CLASSICAL MUSIC LIMITED
WE HOE YOU GROW LIMITED
WEALTHYASIA LIMITED
WEB DOCTOR LIMITED
WEB EXTREME NZ LIMITED
WEBMANIACS LIMITED
WECARE EDUCATION LIMITED
WEDGWOOD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
WEECON LIMITED
WEI FAMILY LIMITED
WEIGHCON NZ LIMITED
WELCLEAN PRIVATE LIMITED
WELL HEELED LIMITED
WELLINGTON BODY CARE LIMITED
WELLINGTON DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
WELLS ENGINEERING SERVICES (MILTON) LIMITED
WENDY & MIKE (2018) LIMITED
WENTWORTH WINES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
WERA HOME-BASED EDUCARE SERVICES LIMITED
WEST QUAY CELLARS LIMITED
WEST ROAD LIMITED
WESTBANK MARKETING SERVICES LIMITED
WESTBAR TRADING LIMITED
WESTEC LIMITED
WESTMERE PILATES LIMITED
WESTSIDE BARBERS LIMITED
WETFUL LIMITED
WFB LIMITED
WHAKATANE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
WHANGAPAROA BURGERS LIMITED
WHANGAREI CLOTHING ALTERATIONS LIMITED
WAREKAII CONSULTING LIMITED
WARETOROA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WHEATSHEAF TAVERN LIMITED
WHEELEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
WHEREARTHOU LIMITED
WHEY LIFE LIMITED
WHIRLWOOD LIMITED
WHITBY FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
WHITE GUM PROPERTY NZ LIMITED
WHITE GUM TIMBER PRODUCTS NZ LIMITED
WHITE RABBIT INTERIORS LIMITED
WHITEHILL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WHITFORD LAWN CARE LIMITED
WHTSIT RENTALS LIMITED
WHYTE EQR LIMITED
WHYTE STREET PROPERTY LIMITED
WIDE FEET MEDIA LIMITED
WIDE SPAN SHEDS BAY OF PLENTY LIMITED
WILD MINT PHOTO BOOTH LIMITED
WILD ONE WHOLEFOODS LIMITED
WILD WILLIES WANCH LIMITED
WILDCARD PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
WILDERNESS NATURAL HEALTH LIMITED
WILDERNESS TORCHES LIMITED
WILDE TRIBE CATERING LIMITED
WILKO BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
WILLIAMS FOREST HARVESTING (2007) LIMITED
WILSON HURST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT (NORTH) LIMITED
WILSON ONE INVESTMENT LIMITED
WILSON PARTNERS (JOHNSTON QUIRKE) TRUSTEES LIMITED
WILSON PARTNERS (SHARP) TRUSTEE LIMITED
WIMCOM LIMITED
WIN - WEDDING INDUSTRY NETWORK LIMITED
WINEBIZ LIMITED
WING IT BIKE SEAT LIMITED
WINGING IT (2017) LIMITED
WINGLI COMPANY LIMITED
WINIATA SADDLERY LIMITED
WINIFRED HUNT LIMITED
WINSCRIBE INC. LIMITED
WINSPRINTION LIMITED
WINYA LIMITED
WIPE & SHINE LIMITED
WIRELESS DESIGN LIMITED
WIRI HOLDINGS LIMITED
WIRY LIMITED
WIZARD CONSULTING LIMITED
WJW TRUSTEES LIMITED
WK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
WL TRUSTEE STOCK AND FOSTER LIMITED
WL WATERPROOF LIMITED
WMT72 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS LIMITED
WOF WHILE U SHOP LYNNMALL LIMITED
WOLI E-COMMERCE LIMITED
WOLLSTONE CAPITAL LIMITED
WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE LIMITED
WONDER AND THUNDER LIMITED
WONG & STEVENSON TRUSTEES 2007 LIMITED
WONG CHIU INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
WOODHOUSE (2011) LIMITED
WOODSTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
WOODVALE STUD LIMITED
WOODVILLE EDUCARE LIMITED
WOOPA LIMITED
WOOLCOTE LIMITED
WOOLKESH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WOOLLEY CONTRACTORS LIMITED
WORDSWORK LIMITED
WORKFORCE RECRUITMENT LIMITED
WORKSHOP SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED
WORLD EDGE LIMITED
WORLD GYM AUCKLAND LIMITED
WORLDWIDE IPG LIMITED
WOW HOLDINGS LIMITED
WR OFF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
WRIGHTWYND LIMITED
WS BUILD LIMITED
WSLEE LIMITED
WTR LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
WTW NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
WWL TRUSTEES SERVICES 112 LIMITED
WYDETEC LIMITED
WYMA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
WYNJAN TRUSTEES LIMITED
WYNYARD WOOD TRUSTEE SERVICES (GROENHART) LIMITED
X2 SOLUTIONS LIMITED
X-FACTOR PROMOTIONS LIMITED
XIE TRADING LIMITED
XIMIVOGUE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
XINHONG COMPANY LIMITED
XINKEINVESTMENT LIMITED
XRAY IMAGING LIMITED
XS VISION LIMITED
XTRA HOT COFFEE LIMITED
XTRIM INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED
XYACHTS LIMITED
XZEN GAMES LIMITED
Y&Z LIMITED
Y M FOODS LIMITED
YACHTING LOGISTICS LIMITED
YAN XIN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
YARDEN ESTATE LIMITED
YASAIL LIMITED
YB CIVIL LIMITED
YELLOWMONEY LIMITED
YELSAP PARR LIMITED
YEP BEES LIMITED
YES LOANS LIMITED
YETI ADVENTURES (2006) LIMITED
YH INVESTMENT LIMITED
YH TRADING LIMITED
YHY INVESTMENT LIMITED
YJ FOOD TRADING LIMITED
YOTTI LIMITED
YOUNEEK LIMITED
YOUNG RURAL LADIES LIMITED
YOUNGSVILLE LIMITED
YOUR FINANCE LIMITED
YSO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
YU MANAGEMENT LIMITED
YUAN LI LIMITED
YUAN YUAN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LIMITED
YUEDA88 LIMITED
YUMMY CONNECTIONS LIMITED
YUNHUAKANG (NZ) TRADING CO LIMITED
YUZU CORPORATION LIMITED
ZAÏKA MOROCCAN LIMITED
ZAK N ZI LIMITED
ZAMMR HOSPITALITY LIMITED
ZANOBI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ZARIA FLOWERS LIMITED
ZAVEN LIMITED
ZAYNIK SERVICES LIMITED
ZC&KM LIMITED
ZEDK AVIATION LIMITED
ZENECO INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ZEON SOFTWARE LIMITED
ZERO EIGHT CONSULTANCY LIMITED
ZERO G LIMITED
ZETA PRINTS LIMITED
ZING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
ZION LIMITED
ZIPRA LIMITED
ZK-DOB LIMITED
ZN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
ZOCAS LIMITED
ZOLO LIMITED
ZOYA TRANSPORTS LIMITED
ZUNGWANE INVESTMENT LIMITED

Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to removal of any of the above companies is delivered to the Registrar by 20 November 2019, being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice, the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 17th day of October 2019.

ROSS VAN DER SCHYFF, Registrar of Companies.

*Online Service for Objections at: [www.companiesoffice.govt.nz/companies](http://www.companiesoffice.govt.nz/companies).*